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l571 ABSTRACT 
The present invention is applicable generally to Spectro- 
scopic Rotatable and Rotating Element Ellipsometers which 
utilize a relatively large range of wavelengths. Disclosed is 
a system and method for controlling the polarization state of 
a polarized beam of light so that it is in a range where the 
sensitivity of a Polarization State Detector used to measure 
changes in said polarized beam of light resulting from 
interaction with a Sample System. to noise andmeasurement 
errors etc.. is reduced. Exemplified is a system. and method 
of use, for simultaneously setting both measured ellipso- 
metric ALPHA, and ellipsometric BETA parameter values, 
(or equivalents), within ranges. in which ranges the sensi- 
tivity of transfer functions. and mathematical regressions 
which utilize said ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
BETA values in the calculation of sample system character- 
izing PSI and DELTA constant values. to noise and errors in 
measurement etc., is found to be negligible. The present 
invention allows obtaining accurate and precise sample 
system PSI and DELTA Values from an Fdlipsometer System 
in which a polarized beam of light is oriented at other than 
a Principal of Brewster Angle of Incidence to a sample 
system, allows determination of DELTA values in ranges 
otherwise not impossible. allows determination of the 
"Handedness" of a polarized beam of light, and provides 
means for determining al l  of Stokes Vector and Mueller 
Matrix component values. The present invention also pro- 
vides means for making all system components added to a 
conventional ellipsometer system essentially end user trans- 
parent when desired. without removal thereof from said 
ellipsometer system. 










SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMPROVING c. Phase Modulation Ellipsometers (PME); 
DATA ACQUSITION CAPABILITY IN d. Rotating Compensator Ellipsometers (RCE); 
SPECTROSCOPIC ELLIPSOMETERS e. Rotating Polarizer and Analyzer Ellipsometers (RPAE); 
The present Application is a Continuation-In-Part of 5 f. Rotating Polarizer and Analyzer, Fixed Compensator 
application Set. No. 08/327.107 filed Oct. 21, 1996, now Ellipsometers (RPAFCE); 
U.S. Pat. No. 5.582.640. which discloses the use of other 8. and Compensator. Fixed "larizer 
than a "Principal" or "Brewster" angle in Elllipsometer data Ellipsometers (RACFF'E) ; 
acquisition. h. Rotating Polarizer and Compensator, Fixed Analyzer 
lo  Ellipsometers (RPCFAE); 
TECHNICAL FIELD i. Rotating Analyzer, Fixed Polarizer and Compensator 
The present invention relates to systems and methods for Ellipsometers (RAFPCE); 
improving the data acquisition capability and operation of j. Rotating pokze r ,  Fixed Analyzer and Compensator 
ellipsometer systems. Generally the present invention is a EUipsometers IRAFpE); 
system and method for controlling the polarization state of l5 Rotating Fixed Analyzer and 
a beam of polarized light in a spectroscopic ellipsometer. to Ellipsometers (RCFAE); 
place a measured ellipsometric ratio of "Pi' and "S" 
components, and a phase angle between said "P" an 'S" 1. Rotating Analyzer, Fixed Analyzer Ellipsometers 
components into ranges in which a polarization state detec- ( R . A E ) ;  
tor is relatively insensitive to noise and measurement errors 20 m. Rotating Analyzer and Compensator. Fixed Analyzer 
etc. therein. More particularly the present invention is a and Polarizer (RACFAPE). 
system, and method of use thereof. for simultaneously The catagorization is based upon what system components 
setring both measured efipsometric A ~ p ~ ~ ,  and ellips* are present and how said system components are used A 
metric BETA ellipsometer parameter values, (or review Article by Collins. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 61 (8). August 
equivalents), within ranges, in which ranges the 25 1990 provides a discussion of various ellipsometer configu- 
of direct transfer functions or indirect mathematical regres- rations. 
sions which utilize said ellipsometric ALPHA and ellips+ Generally, all ellipsometer systems include elements com- 
metric BETA values, (or equivalents), in the determination prising: 
of sample system charadesizing PSI and DELTA constant a. a source of a beam of fit@; 
values. to noise and errors in measurement etc.. is found to 30 b. means for imposing an intended state of polarization 
be negligible. The present invention also allows obtaining therein; 
accurate and precise data over a relatively large range of c. a means for analyzing said beam of light &r it 
wavelengths, allows a polarized beam of light to be oriented interacts with a sample system; and 
at other than a Or Brewster angle to a d. a detector system for use in developing a signal from 
sample system, allows determination of DELTA values in 35 beam of light after it interacts with said sample 
ranges thereof otherwise difEcult. if not impossible to system. which signal contains information that allows 
investigate. allows determination of the "Handedness" of a determination of the optical and physical properties of 
polarized beam of light, and provides means for determining said sample system. 
all of Stokes Vector and Mueller Matrix component values. while the present invention is applicable to essentially all 
The present invention also provides means for making all 40 of the identified types of sp&oscopic ellipsometer systems 
system components added to a conventional ellipsometer which contain rotating elements, the present Disclosure will 
systems essentially end user transparent when desired. with- use as a non-limiting example, a J. A. woollam co. bc. 
out removal thereof from said conventional ellipsometer variable hgle  s~~~~~~~~~~ l l i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ( v A s ~ - 1 3  R ~ ~ -  
systems. 
45 istered Trademark), (RAE) system. It is emphasized. 
BACKGROUND however. that the general principals involved in the present 
invention are generally applicable to any spectroscopic 
S ~ a o s c o ~ i c  ellipsometer systems for use in investiga- ellipsometer system which contains rotating elements, 
tion and characterization of physical and optical properties examples of which were listed infra. 
of sample systems are well known. Briefly, such systems I, more &tail then. a spectroscopic Rotating Analyzer 
operate by monitoring changes effected in the polarization mpsometer (-1 system comprises: 
state of a beam of light when said beam of light is caused to 1. A Polarization State Generator (PSG) system, corn- 
interact with a sample system. prising: 
Spectroscopic ellipsometers systems typically comprise a a a source of a beam of light. the wavelength of which 
P 0 ~ ~ a t i 0 n  State Generator. and a Polarization State Detec- 55 beam of light can be set as desired by a user; 
tor. In use. the polarization State Generator causes a beam of b. a Polarizer (P) for use in setting a polarization state 
light in an intended state of polarization to be incident upon in said beam of light provided by said source of a 
a sample system at a set Angle of Incidence (AOI), and the beam of light. 
Polarization State Detector monitors a reflected andlor trans- 2. A Polarization state ~ ~ t ~ ~ & ~  (PSD) system, compris- 
mitted beam of light which emerges from said sample 60 ing: 
system and determines the polarization state thereof. a a Rotating Analyzer (RA), for use in processing said 
Continuing, spectroscopic ellipsometer systems fall into polarized beam of light after it interacts with a sample 
general categories such as: system, so that a linearly polarized beam of light of 
a. Nulling Ellipsometers. (NE), (including automated varying intensity is provided; and 
versions (ANE); 65 b. a Detector System (DET) for use in developing a signal 
a. Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometers (RAE); from said beam of light after it emerges from said 
b. Rotating Polarizer Ellipsometers (RPE); Rotating Analyzer (RA), which signal contains infa- 
5.757.494 
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mation which allows deterrnination of the optical and the topic in Copending patent application Ser. No. 08f327, 
physical properties of said sample system 107 from which this Application is a CIP. However. the 
A typical procedure utilizing a conventional (RAE) sys- further away an (AOI) is from the Brewster Angle. the more 
tem to determine the optical and/or physical properties of a difficult it is to obtain accurate and precise data. It should 
sample system involves the steps of: 5 also be appreciated that the Brewster Angle depends on 
a, providing a beam of light of an intended wavelength wavelength such that the ideal Angle Of Incidence (A00 for 
from said source of a beam of light; one wavelength is not necessarily ideal at another. As a 
b. orienting said beam of light so that it approaches a result, when a relatively large range of wavelengths is 
present system (SS), the optical andor physical it is necessary adjust the Of Incidence 
properties of which are to be determined, at an Angle la (AOI) to maintain a Ande. ' be very 
Of Incidence (AOO near the ccPrincipal" or 'Brewster9v convenient if this (AOI) did not have to be so adjusted as 
angle for said Sample System (SS); utilized wavelengths are changed. It would be also be of benefit if any (AOI) could be 
c. the Polarizer to a lcnown fixed position* in a Rotating Element E'Jlipsometer System without 
that its Azimuth is oriented so as to impose a desired limiting the Spectroscopic capability thereof. For instance, 
state of polarization upon said beam of light; the J. A. Woollam VASE (RAE) system operates over a 
d. causing said beam of light. after interaction with said range of from two-hundred-Thirty (230) to seventeen- 
sample system 6 s )  to Pass through said Rotating hundred (1700) nanometers. but because of physical con- 
Analyzer (RA) and e m q e  therefrom as a modulated. straints imposed by real-time-in-situ Sample System Pro- 
typically varying intensity with time, beam of light; 20 cessing Systems to which the (VASE) is applied it is not 
e. causing said typically varying intensity beam of light to always convenient, or even possible, to set an appropriate 
enter a Detector System (DET). which Detector System Brewster (AOI) for a particular wavelength within said 
(DET') produces a signal, the analysis of which allows range. Restriction on possible (AOI's) then enter undesir- 
determination of the optical and/or physical properties able restrictions as to what wavelengths can be maximally 
of the Sample System (SS). 25 utilized and still allow the obtaining of &ta of a sufficient 
Previous work by the J. A. Woollam Co. Inc. has deter- quality to allow accurate calculation of Sample System 
mined that it is preferable to apply an elliptically polarized, characterizing PSI and DELTA values. Again. it would be of 
(preferably essentially circularly polarized). beam of light to benefit if any (A09  could be used with essentially any 
a Detector System (DET). This is because typical Detector wavelength without degrading the capability of acquiring 
Systems demonstrate undesirable polarization dependent 30 accurate and precise PSI and DELTA determining data. 
sensitivity characteristics. That is, typical Detector Systems As well. it is noted that typical Rotating Element PJlip- 
respond nonlinearly to different states of polarization. and someters (REE's). such as described infra, are incapable of 
thereby enter nonlinear Detector System errors to resulting determining all the elements of a Stokes Vector or a Mueller 
calculated numbers which represent optical andfor physical Matrix for a sample system (Stokes Vectors and Mueller 
properties. Said Detector System nonlinearity is, however, in 35 Matracies are desdbed in references such as the text titled 
typical Detector Systems, minimized when an essentially " E L L I P S O ~ Y A N D  POLARIZED LIGHT". by Azzam 
circularly polarized beam of light is applied thereto rather and Bashara. North-Holland. 1977. which reference is incor- 
than linearly polarized beam of light, such as emerges from porated by reference into this Disclosure). To obtain all said 
a Rotating Analyzer (RA). It is noted that linearly polarized elements it is required that one or more Retarders be placed 
light is converted to elliptically polarized light by passage 40 between the Polarizer (P) and Rotating Analyzer (RA) in 
through a Birefringent Retarder which serves to adjust the Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer (REE) system. for instance. 
phase angle between well known "P"' and "Sw components however, said Retarder(s) have an effect on the polarization 
in a polarized beam of light. (Note. "P" refers to that state of a polarized beam of light. which effect is not always 
component of a polarized beam of light in a plane containing desired (It is noted that similar use of Retarders is a@- 
the normal to a sample system and the incident and reflected 45 cable in any Rotating Element Ellipsometer (REE)). 
or transmitted beams, while "S" refers to that component However, in known (RE'S) with such Retarder(s) present, 
perpendicular thereto. and parallel to the surface of said undesired effects of said presence can not be conveniently 
sample system). avoided. That is. no known (REB) provides such Retarders 
Continuing, it is to be understood that the Rotating in a manner such that they can be made to be essentially 
Element example (RAE) system described above. typically 50 end-user 'Transparent" by user adjustment. In known (REE) 
is best applied when a beam of polarized light is oriented so systems said Retarder(s) must be removed therefrom if the 
that it impinges upon a Sample System (SS) at the "Princi- effects thereof are to be avoided. The ability to make on e or 
pal" or "Brewster*' Angle Of Incidence (AOI). (note that the more Retarders present between a Polarizer (P) and an 
terms "Principal" and "Brewster" are used interchangably in Analyzer (A) in a (REE) end user 'Transparent" without 
this Disclosure), where the measured ellipsometer ellipse 55 removal thereof, would provide utility in the form of user 
metric BETA parameter is essentially zero (0.0) and Sample convenience. 
System characterizing DmTA values are ideally near ninety In addition, it is noted that a typical (REB) is incapable of 
(90) degrees. If the (AOI) is set away from the Brewster determining the "Handedness" or direction of rotation of the 
Angle. (which for semiconductors is approximately seventy- polarization of a polarized beam of light used therein. It 
five (75) degrees). the quality of data obtainable from a 60 would be of benefit to be able to conveniently identify 
(RAE) as descriid infra, without more, is degraded. The "Handedness". 
Brewster Angle thus sets a serious limitation on the utiliza- Continuing. it is known in the practice of ellipsometry. to 
tions of (RAE'S). Prior work by the J. A. Wmllam Co. Inc. adjust the Azimuth Angle (POL) of a Polarizer (P) in a 
has also d e t d e d  that data obtained from a (RAE) in (RAE), (or the Analyzer in an (RPE)), system for instance, 
which the (AOI) is set in excess of the Brewster Angle. can. 65 to adjust the value of a measured ellipsometricALpH.4 to be 
in some circumstances be of a quality to allow use in within a range in which the sensitivity of a PSI Transfer 
calculating Sample System PSI and DELTA values. Such is function. (which is known to be a function of said ellipso- 
metric ALPHA). to noise and errors in measurement etc. in U.S. Pat. No. 5,329357 to Bernoux et al. were identified. 
measured ellipsometric ALPHA are made essentially negli- None of said Patents are considered to be particularly 
gible. It has not however. to the Inventor's knowledge, been relevant. However, another identified Patent, to Dill et al.. 
possible to perform a related procedure to adjust ellipso- U.S. Pat. No. 3,880,524. describes the use of a quarter-wave- 
metric BETA to optimum values, over a relatively large 5 plate Compensator between a Polarizer and a Rotating 
spectral range of wavelengths. (eg. two-hundred-thirty (230) Analyzer in a Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer (RAE), such 
to seventeen-hundred (1700) nanometers or greater). that the state of polarization of a reflected beam of light from 
It would be of great utility were it possible to adjust the a Sample System can be varied arbitrarily by merely adjust- 
measured value of ellipsometric BETA to be within a range ing the angular position (azimuths) of the Polarizer and said 
in which the sensitivity of a DELTA determining transfer l o  quarter-waveplate Compensator. Said quarter-waveplate 
function, (which is known to be a function of ellipsometric Compensator can be placed ahead or after a Sample System 
ALPHA and ellipsometric BGTA), to noise and measure- The system described in Dill et al. provides a means for 
ment errors etc. in measured ellipsometric ALPHA and adjusting both ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
ellipsometric BETA is ma& essentially negligible. It would BETA in a polarized beam of light, which polarized beam is 
be especially convenient if such could be achieved by 15 "monochromatic". No teachings as how to conveniently 
placing Retarder(s) between a Polarizer (P) and an Analyzer make said system applicable over a relatively large spectro- 
(A) in a (REE), such as required to allow obtaining full scopic range of wavelengths, however, is present. Nor are 
Stokes Vectors andMueller Matrices setting. which Retarder any teachings found as how to make added system elements 
(s) would allow setting a measured ellipsometric BETA essentially end-user "transparent" at a desired wavelength 
value within a range in which DELTA Transfer function 20 without removal thereof from said Ellipsometer System. It is 
sensitivity to noise and errors in measurement etc. of ellip emphasized that the Dill et al. 524 Patent is to a monochro- 
sometric BETA are made essentially negligible. emphasis matic system, with no convenient provision for expanding to 
added. (It is noted that where ellipsometric ALPHA and a relatively large spectral range without system element 
ellipsometric BETA are near zero (0.0) the modulation replacement. Also disclosed in an Article by Johs. titled 
amplitude of detected intensity in an (REE) system is 25 "Regression Calibration Method For Rotating Element 
minimal). EUipsometers. Thin Solid Films. 234 (1993). This article 
In view of the above. it can be concluded that a system describes a regressions approach to calibration of rotating 
and method of its use which would allow precise accurate element ellipsometers, and is relevant to the present 
data to be achieved from an Ellipsometer System over a invention, as the present invention. in part, utilizes a math- 
large, continuously variable, range of (AOI's) and 30 ematical regression procedure to indirect evaluation of PSI 
wavelengths, and which would allow setting both ellipso- and DELTA Sample System Characterizing parameters. 
metric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA measured values in There is then demonstrated a need for a convenient to use 
ranges wherein the sensitivity of PSI and DELTA Transfer system and method for improving data acquisition capability 
functions, (which use as arguments said measured ellipso- of spectroscopic rotating element ellipsometers. which sys- 
metric ALPHAand ellipsometric BETA). to noise and errors 35 tem and method can be conventiently utilized over a rela- 
in measurement etc. in measured ellipsometric ALPHA and tively large range of wavelengths and angles of incidence. 
ellipsometric BETA are made essentially negligible, would The present invention provides the identified utility. 
be of great utility. It would be of further benefit if said 
system and method of its use could, as a natural consequence DISCLOSURE OF THE EWENITON 
of the presence and utilization thereof respectively, be 4a The present invention is a system and method of use 
adapted to allow determination of all Stokes Vector and which allows obtaining accurate and precise data from 
Mueller Matrix parameters. It would also be of utility if said Spectroscopic Ellipsometer Systems, over a relatively large 
system. adapted with elements added, could. by simple user range of wavelengths, and in which polarized light beams 
adjustment be oriented so that added elements were made are not necessarily oriented at the Principal or Brewsta 
essentially end user transparent. thereby allowing use of an 45 Angle with respect to a Sample System (SS). Stated most 
adapted Ellipsometer System in an essentially unadapted generally. the present invention system and method allows 
mode, without requiring that any elements be removed changing the polarization state of a polarized beam of light 
therefrom. It is emphasized that it would especially be of so that Polarization State Detector sensitivity to noise and 
utility if said adapted Ellipsometer System could be conve- measurement arors is decreased. To accomplish the stated 
niently utilized over a relatively large range of wavelengths. 50 results the present invention allows controlling not only the 
A Search for relevant Patents which describe systems measured ellipsometric relative magnitude ratio of the "P" 
and/or methods which might be capable of providing the and "S' components of a polarized beam of light during use. 
idenmed utility produced very little. In view of the fact that but also, simultaneously. the phase angle therebetween. 
the present invention system, as is described supra in this (Note that the "P" component refers to that component 
Disclosure, in the Disclosure and Detailed description 55 which is in the plane containing the normal to a Sample 
Sections. comprises Continuously Variable Retarder(s) System surface and the incident and d e c t e d  or transmitted 
(CVR's) placed between a Polarizer and Analyzer in a beam@) of light, and the 'S" component is perpendicular 
Spectroscopic Rotating Element Ellipsometer, which Con- thereto and parallel to the surface of a Sample System). For 
tinuously Variable Retarders (CVR's) are effective over example, where Rotating Analyzer or Rotating Polarizer 
relatively large spectral and Angle of Incidence ranges. the 60 Ellipsometers are used. the present invention is a system and 
Search was focused upon systems which might be inter- method of use which allows a user to set not only measured 
preted to provide said elements at said locations, or the ellipsometric ALPHA. but also measured ellipsometric 
equivalent effects thereof. Identified Patents are: U.S. Pat. BETA values in ranges wherein Sample System (SS) char- 
No. 3,741.661 to Yamamoto et al.; U.S. Pat. No. 4,176,951 acterizing PSI and DELTA Transfer function sensitivity to 
to Robert et al.; U.S. Pat. No. 5.181.080 to Fanton et al.; U.S. 65 noise and errors in the measurement etc. of ellipsometric 
Pat. No. 5.311285 to Oshige; U.S. Pat. No. 5,335,066 to ALPHA and ellipsometric BIWA is essentially negligible. 
Yamada et al. Also U.S. Pat. No. 4,053,232 to Dill et al, and (said PSI and DELTA Transfer functions being dependent 
5,757.494 
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upon said measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric approximately ninety (90) degrees). It is to be understood 
BEI'A values as demonstrated in the Detailed description that the polarization state of said beam of light can be set by 
Section of this Disclosure by presentation of relevant Trans- a user by rotation of the Polarizer (P) to set the Azimuthal 
fer Function equations). The present invention allows accu- Angle (POL) thereof. and also noted that each said Azi- 
rate and precise detennination of DELTA values in regions 5 muthal Angle (POL) is associated with a specific value of the 
otherwise ditlicult, if not impossible, to investigate, and ellipsometer ellipsometric ALPHA value. It must be under- 
allows use of other than Principal or Brewster Angles. The stood that said polarization state of said beam of light is 
present invention is also a system and method of use which changed by interaction with said Sample System (SS). and 
allows the determination of elements in a Stokes Vector and that the portion thereof reflected from said Sample System 
a Mueller Matrix. and detennination of the "Handedness" of lo (SS) is caused to pass through said Rotating Analyzer (RA). 
a polarized beam of light utilized in said EUipsometer thereby becoming a linearly polarized. typically varying 
System. The present invention system also allows a user to intensity, modulated beam of light of altered polarization 
easily adjust elements added to a conventional Ellipsometer state. which then enters said Detector System (DET). Said 
System, so that said added elements are essentially end-user Detector System (DET) serves to generate a signal from said 
transparent at any wavelength desired. thereby negating the 15 entering beam of linearly polarized, typically varying 
need to remove said added elements from said present intensity. modulated beam of light of altered polarization 
invention EUipsometer System to allow use thereof in a state. which generated signal can be subjected to Fourier 
conventional mode. Analysis. for instance, to provide measured values for 
As described in the Background Section of this ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA. 
Disclosure. the present invention is applicable to any type of 20 If. in the above procedure. the Angle Of Jncidence (AOI) 
mpsometer System in which a Rotated or Rotating Ele- is not set near the Brewster Angle, for the wavelength of 
ment is present. (eg. Automated Nulling (ANE). Rotating interest the quality of the data provided at the Detector 
~nalyzer (RAE), Rotating Polarizer (RPE). ~otating Corn- System (Dm) may be &graded. (Where glass is a Sample 
pensator (RC) and Rotating Analyzer and Polarizer Fixed System. as little as onetenth ('/lo) degree variance can be 
Compensator (RAPFC), for instance). In the present 25 significant, but where metal is a Sample System upwards of 
Disclosure. however, only a Spectroscopic (RAE) will be thirty (30) degrees variance from said Brewster Angle can be 
used as an example. This exemplary usage is not to be tolerable). It would be of great utility to be able to set the 
interpreted as imposing any limitations on the scope of the Angle Of Incidence (AOI) at essentially any value. apply a 
present invention. (Note. as Jones and Mueller Matrix beam of light composed of any wavelength. and obtain 
analysis of Rotating Element mpsometers reveals, simi- 30 precise and accurate data, thereby dowing calculation of 
hit ies and symetries in the mathematics show that the Sample System (SS) c h a r m a g  PSI and DELTA values. 
practice taught in the present invention is quite general to the The present invention enables such. by allowing a user to set 
entire class of R o t h g  Element u s o m e t e r s  (REFS) in the values of ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA 
general). in desired ranges. 
continuing. a conventional ~~~~~~~~i~ (RAE), such as 35 TO understand the present invention it is necessary to 
the J. A. woollam co. variable h g l e  ~~~~~~~~~~i~ realize that a Birefiingent Retarder can be oriented so as to 
~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ k ~  (VAS&Registered Trademark), system is effect "PP" and "S" components of a polarized beam of light 
comprised of: passing therethrough with different amounts of retardation. 
1. A Polarization State Generator System. (PSG). com- For instance. a linearly polarized beam of light passing 
prising: .la through a Birefringent Retarder can be caused to become 
essentially circularly polarized by the effecting of an essen- 
a. a 'Our= of a beam of lighL the of which tially ninety (90) degree retardation between one beam of light can be set as desired by a user; component, (ie. "P" or 'S"), relative to the other. It is also 
b. a ~olarizer (P) for use in setting a poldzation state in to be understood that many types of Birefringent Retarders 
said beam of light provided by said Source of a beam of 45 exist. one type. a "zero-order-waveplate9* Retarder 
light. has its Optical axis in the piane of the surface thereof. 
2. A P ~ l a r h t i ~ n  State Detector SYS~€~U (PSD), W I ~ X ~ S -  Another type, termed a "JJerek-type" Retarder has its Opti- 
ing: cal axis oriented essentially perpendicular to the plane of its 
a. a Rotating Analyzer (RA). for use in processing said surface. While both identified types of Birefringent Retard- 
polarized beam of light it interacts with a Sample so ers can be used in the present invention system, the Berek- 
System so that a linearly polarized beam of fight type Retarder is presently preferred. The reason for this 
of typically varying intensity is produced; and present preference has to do more with "stateof-theart" 
b. a Detector System (Dm) for use in developing a signal manufacture and availability than it does with physics of 
from said beam of light, after it emerges from said operation. Presently available Berek-type Retarders simply 
Rotating Analyzer (RA), which signal contains infor- 55 operate better in the present invention application. 
mation which allows determination of the optical and It is also mentioned that Babinet and Soleil Double- 
physical properties of said Sample System (SS). Wedge-type; and Kerr and Pockels effect, and Liquid 
A conventional method of usage of such a Spectroscopic Crystal, electrc-optic-type; and Voigt and Cotton-Mouton 
(RAE) systemrequires that the beam of light provided by the Magnetic-FaraQyeffect Variable Retarders which can pro- 
source of a beam of light be caused to pass through said m vide Variable Retardance over a relatively large range of 
Polarizer (P) to set a polarization state therein. then impinge wavelengths. can be used in the realization of the present 
upon the surface of a Sample System (SS) at an Angle Of invention. These alternative Variable Retarders are better 
Incidence (AOI) which is approximately the, wavelength describe din the Detailed Description Section of this Dis- 
dependent. Brewster Angle for said Sample System (SS). closure. 
(Note that the Brewster Angle is that (AOI) at which the 65 Now. as mentioned infra, it is known in the practice of 
measured ellipsometric BETAis minimized and at which the Ellipsometry utilizing Rotating Analyzers. to adjust the 
Sample System (SS) characterizing DELTA parameter is Azimuthal Angle of a Polarizer (P) to set a measured 
ellipsometric ALPHA value within a desired range. In prac- 
tice this is accomplished by setting a (POL) to a Sample 
System PSI value. However, until the present invention. it 
has not been possible to conveniently perform a similar 
maneuver on a measured ellipsometric BETA value over a 
relatively large wavelength range. (eg. twc-hundred-thirty 
(230) to seventeen-hundred (1700) nanometers). To provide 
the identified utility, the present invention teaches that at 
least one Continuously Variable Retarder (CVR) should be 
placed in a Rotating Element Ellipsometer and specifically 
a Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer System (RAE), (for 
example). between the Polarizer (P) and the Rotating Ana- 
lyzer (RA), such that in use adjustment of said (CVR) allows 
setting a measured ellipsometric BEXA value within a range 
in which DELTA Transfer Function sensitivity to noise and 
errors in measurement of ellipsometric BETA is reduced or 
minimized. Apresent invention system (CVR) can be placed 
ahead of and/or after a Sample System (SS). within the 
teachings of the present invention. In use, a method of 
operation will then include a step in which a present Con- 
tinuously Variable Retarder (CVR) is adjusted to set a value 
of ellipsometric BmA, simultaneous with adjustment of 
ellipsometric ALPHA by the adjustment of a Polarizer (P), 
so that both ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA 
are in desired ranges for optimal accuracy and precision of 
data. For other Rotating Element Ellipsometers. such as 
(RPE), (RPAFCE) etc. complimentary procedures are fol- 
lowed. 
It should be understood that adjustment of said (CVR). 
positioned in an Ellipsometer System as described, allows, 
within the range of operation of said (CVR), setting a 
ellipsometric BETA value to near zero (0.0). This is the case 
whether the Angle Of Incidence (AOI) of the polarized beam 
of light incident on the Sample System (SS) is set to the 
Brewster Angle or not. This is significant because it adds a 
degree of freedom to a user of an Ellipsometer System fitted 
with the present invention system. Said degree of freedom 
being the ability to utilize an (AOI) greatly removed from 
the Brewster Angle. and stiU obtain high quality data from 
which accurate DELTA, (and PSI). values can be obtained 
It is noted that it is not unknown to place Fixed or Variable 
Retarders between a Polarizer (P) and Rotating Analyzer 
(RA) in an Ellipsometer System. Variable retarders have 
been placed ahead of, andfor after, Sample Systems (SS) in 
past practice to allow evaluation of all Stokes Vector and 
Mueller Matrix elements. 
What has not previously been possible, however, is the 
ability to adjust said so-placed (CVR) elements in a Spec- 
troscopic Rotating Element Elllipsometer (REE) System. so 
as to set measured ellipsometric BETA values in a desired 
range, o v a  a relatively large range of wavelengths, (eg. 
two-hundred-thirty (230) to seventeen-hundred (1700) 
nanometers or greater). 
Perhaps the reason the present invention use of a (CVR) 
has been overlooked until now is that, as alluded to infra, 
presently commercially available zero-order-waveplate-type 
Variable Retarders are not capable of performing elLipsc- 
metric BETA value settings over a significant spectroscopic 
wavelength range without introducing a significant amount 
of unwanted artifacts on a Primary Polarized Beam of light 
Polarization State. In addition it must be understood that 
three such zero-order-waveplate-type (CVR's) are required 
in series to provide a continuously variable retardance 
capability over the range of zero (0.0) to ninety (90)degrees. 
when a wavelength range of two-hundred-thirty (230) to 
seventeen-hundred (1700) nanometers is covered This is 
because wavelengths which are multiples of other wave 
lengths are present in said relatively large range of 
wavelengths, and if less than three zero-order-waveplate 
Retarders are present. then at some wavelength. the retar- 
dation effected will become one-hundred-eighty (180) 
5 degrees, which corresponds to simply changing the orien- 
tation of a polarization component. rather than introduction 
of a usable retardation of an elliptical nature, to a polarized 
beam of light. at said wavelength. If only one such zero- 
order-waveplate is utilized. it must be changed to cover a 
lo spectroscopic range. (That is, individual zero-order- 
waveplates are manufactured specifically for. and applicable 
for use at only one wavelength). Also. if an Ellipsometer 
System is to be used in a mode wherein the zero-order- 
waveplate-type (CVR's) presence is not detectable, the 
15 zero-order-waveplate-type (CVR's) must be physically 
removed from said Ellipsometer System. This is extremely 
end-user inconvenient, requiring possible recalibration of 
the retardance each time such a retarder is introduced, and 
also requiring expensive and complicated connect and dis- 
20 connect mounting apparatus be present in an ellipsometer 
system. 
The present invention avoids the problem identified when 
presently commercially available zero-order-waveplates- 
type (CVR's) are used by, in the preferred embodiment. 
25 utilizing presently commercially available Berek-type 
(CVR's). A Berek-type (CVR) has its Optical Axis in a plane 
essentially perpendicular to the surface thereof. In use. 
instead of rotation, as is required where zero-order- 
waveplate (CVR's) are utilized Berek-type Retarders are 
30 "tilted". and said "tilt" can be imposed about multiple axes. 
(Note that this would be equivalent to rotating a zero-order- 
waveplate-type Retarder simultaneously in clockwise and 
counterclockwise directions. That is. at least two such zero- 
order-waveplate-type Retarders would necessarily have to 
35 be present and in series with one another). The present 
invention utilizes two mutually perpendicular ''tilt'' axes, 
termed Azimuthal and Elevational by the Inventors. A very 
important properly of said presently commercially available 
Berek-type (CVR's) for use in Rotating Element Ellipsom- 
40 eters (REE). is that a one-plate. two surface system is 
capable of providing retardation of the range from zero (0.0) 
to in excess of ninety (90) degrees over a large range of 
wavelengths (eg. two-hundred-thirty (230) to seventeen- 
hundred (1700) nanometers where a presently available J. A. 
45 Woollam Co. Inc. VASE is utilized). (ABerek-type Retarder 
can be oriented for use at a desired wavelength by setting a 
'Tilt" thereof. That is, a manufactured Berek-type Retarder 
is not specifically manufactured for use at one wavelength, 
or over but a small band of wavelengths. as are zero-order- 
50 waveplates. but by user orientation thereof can be set so as 
to be usable at any wavelength. over a large range of 
wavelengths). 
The present invention system then, in one preferred 
embodiment, adds at least one Berek-type (CVR) between a 
55 Polarizer (P) and a Rotating Analyza (RA) in a Spectro- 
scopic Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer to allow user control 
of a measured ellipsometric BIWA value between one (1.0) 
and zero (0.0) in use. It should be appreciated that a DELTA 
of ninety (90) degrees is the ideal, and that corresponds to 
60 a ellipsometric BETA value of zero (0.0). but that said ideal 
is not an absolute requirement to improve the operation of an 
Ellipsometer. Any reduction in the measured value of ellip- 
sometric BFTA allows improved precision and accuracy in 
measured data. Rotating Element Ellipsometer Systems 
65 without the present invention are inherrantly incapable of 
measuring accurate DELTA Values near zero (0.0) and near 
one-hundred-eighty (180) degrees. As will be demonstrated 
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in the Detailed description Section of this Disclosure. with users the capability of setting not only ellipsometric 
the present invention Berek-type (CVR) present, the "qual- ALPHA. but also ellipsometric BITA values within &sired 
ity" of measured ellipsometric BETA value data are such ranges in use. such that determination of PSI and DELTA 
that DELTA'S near both zero (0.0) and one-hundred-eighty Sample System characterizing constants. obtained by direct 
(180) &Sees can be precisely and accurately determifed 5 application of transfer functions to measured ellipsometric 
therefrom. As well. as w d  be demonstrated m the Detded A L ~ H A  and ellipsometric BETA, or by indirect rnathemi- 
Description Section of this Disclosure, highly precise and c,l regression to an array of ellipsometric ALPHA 
accurate data can be achieved where an Angle Of Incidence and ellipsometric B ~ A  data pairs, is immune to(AO1) greatly removed from the Brewster is used* noise and errors in measurement etc. of said e&psomeMc 
when the present invention system is present and utilized. 
and eIlipsometric BETA, thereby allowing deter- 
and this is true over a large spectroscopic range of wave- 
mination of DELTA values in ranges otherwise diEcult or lengths. 
Another benefit realized by the use of presently commer- impossible to investigate. (ie. near zero (0.0) and near 
cially available Berek-type (CVR's) is that multidirectional One-hundred-eighty (180) degrees. 
"tilt* capability provided thereto by the present invention It is still Yet another Purpose of the Present invention to 
system allows a user to precisely adjust the Berek-type 15 teach that presently commercially available Berek-type 
Retarder so that a polarized beam of light passing there- Retarders should be mounted so as to enable multiple axes 
through is essentially unaffected, except for possibly a of "tilt*. rotation around which a user can control. such that 
negligible attenuation. This allows a user to, without disas- a Berek-type Retarder added to an Ellipsometer can be 
sembling an Ellipsometer System and removing a present adjusted to essentially eliminate the effects of its presence. 
invention (CVR). configure an Wpsometer System fitted 20 any imperfections therein and/or modify a State of Polar- 
with the present invention (CVR) system, as if said present ization in a polarized beam of light which passes there- 
invention (CVR) was not present. This provides great end- through during use, as desired by a user. 
user convenience in practice. It is yet still another purpose of the present invention to 
The present invention also teaches that PSI and DELTA teach that presently commercially available systems of mul- 
Sample System (SS) characterizing parameters can be cal- z5 tiple zero-order-waveplatetype Retarders in series. as well 
culated by an indirect mathematical regression approach as Babinet and Soleil-type Variable Retarders. and electro- 
applied to a data set which comprises a plurality of measured optical-effect-type Ken and Pockel and Liquid Crystal Vari- 
ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA values. (or able Retarders, and magnetic-faraday-effect Voigt and 
equivalents). obtained when different (CVR) settiogs are Cotton-Mouton Retarders should be mounted in Rotating 
utilized. For instance, as presented in the Detailed Descrip 30 Element Ellipsometers so as to enable modification of a 
tion Section of this Disclosure. tests have been run where State of Polarization, as described, in a beam of polarized 
two (2) Polarizer Angles (POL'S) are utilized, with five (5) light which passes fierethrough d&g use. 
(CVR) '~i l ts" being set for each (POL). It will be a ~ e c i -  
~t is another purpose of the present invention to t ach  that 
ated that ten (10) measured ellipsometric ALPHA- addition of a system which allows setting a measured 
ellipsometric BETApairs are provided by this example. It is 35 ellipsometric BETA value within a user desired range, 
also to be understood that any n~mber of (POL'S) and allows operation of a rotating Element Ellipsometer at 
(CVR) "tilts". (eg. other than the two (2) (POL'S) and five Angles of Incidence, (of a Polarized Beam of Light with 
( m )  "tilts" identified above). can be utilized. and be respect to a Sample System). other than the Brewster Angle, 
within the spirit of the present invention. while enabling the gathering of precise and accurate data 
Of course. as is well known. the presence of two ( M i ' s )  40 from which can be calculated PSI and DELTA Sample 
placed ahead of and after a Sample System (SS), system characterizing constants. 
respectively. will allow evaluation of all Stokes Vector and It is yet stiU pwpose of the present invention to Mueller Matrix elements. teach a system for meeting the above recited purposes, As well. the "Handedness" of a polarized beam of light which is spectroscopic and can be used with polarized 
can be determined noting the effect a present invention 4s beams of light over a relatively Large range of wavelengths. (CVR) has thereon. 
The present invention be betta by refm- It is stiu yet another purpose of the present invention to 
ence to the Detailed description Sedion of this Disclosure provide a system which can be utilized to determine all the 
with reference being had to the accompanying Drawings. elements of a Stokes Vector and a Mueller Matrix. 
50 It is another purpose of the present invention to teach a SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION system which can be utilized to determine the "Handedness" 
In the most general sense, it is a primary purpose of the of a polarized beam of light in a Ellipsometers. 
present invention to provide a system for controlling the It is still another purpose of the present invention to meet 
polarization state of a polarized beam of light in an EUig the above stated purpose by addition of a system to m p -  
someter System, such that a measured ellipsometric magni- 55 someters which can be user adjusted to appear end-user 
tude ration of 'T" and "S" components, and a measured 'Transparent" when desired, without any disassembly of and 
ellipsometric phase angle between said 'T" and 'S" mm- removal of elements from said Rotating Element Ellipsom- 
ponents are simultaneously set within ranges in which a e r s .  
Polarization State Detector System has reduced sensitivity to 
~t is a purpose of the present invention to 
noise and errors in the measurement thereof, such that 60 tach methods of use of EUipsometers. to which the system 
Sample System and DELTA Constants can be more of the present invention has been added, which methods of 
accurately and precisely determined from said measured use allow the above cited purposes associated with the 
ellipsometric ratio of "P" and "S" components, and mea- system of the present invention, to be 
sured ellipsometric phase angle between said "P" and 'S" 
components. , BRIEF DESCIUWION OF THE DRAWINGS 
It is another purpose of the present invention to provide PIG. 1 shows a Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsom- 
Rotating Element EUipsometers with a system providing eter (VASE-Registered Trademark). System. 
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FIG. 2 shows the typical Variable Angle Spectroscopic (Note that "P" and "S" components and PSI and DELTA 
Ellipsometer (VASE) System of FIG. 1 with Variable are defined and derived in the Text titled "ELLIPSOMETRY 
Retarders added between the Polarizer and Rotating Ana- AND POLARIZED LIGHT", By Azzam and Bashara, 
lvzer. North-Holland, 1977, which text is incorporated by refer- 
* -  
FIGS. 3a and 3b. show Azimuthal and Elevational 'Tilts" 5 en= in this Disclosure). 
respectively which can be applied to Berek-type Variable AS a 'pecific the J. A. Woo'am Co.+ In'. 
Retarders, when such comprise the Variable Retarders S~ectrosco~ic  Ellipsometer (VASE- 
shown in FIG. 2. Registered Trademark). allows application of a Polarized Beam of Light of One (1) Wavelength at a time to a Sample 
FIG. 4a a Retarder with a light beam incident lo System (SS). at one Angle of Incidence (AOI) at a time. In 
thereon perpendicular to the surface thereof. use, various (AOI's) are utilized. as are various Wavelengths 
FIG. 4b shows Babinet and Soleil-typevariable Retarders at said various (AOI's), to acquire a Data Set, use of which 
Systems. allows calculation of Sample System PSI and DELTA Char- 
-FIG. &- indicates electro-optical-efect Ken, Pockel and acterizing parameter (Note that different PSI and DELTA Constant Values are associated with each Liquid w s t a l - t ~ ~ e  Retarders* as well as magnetic 15 (AOQ and wavelength). note that typical tech- Farada~-effect Voigt and Cotton-Mouton-~pe Retarders' 
nique requires that an Angle Of Incidence (AOI) near an 
FIGS. 4d and 4e show multi-tilt Berek-type Variable optimum (~011, (termed the Brewster hgle, or Principal 
Retarder systems. (AOI), see supra), be utilized with a Sample System under 
FIGS. 5a through 5d show plots of Sample System investigation, to assure the acquisition of a Data Set which 
characterizing PSI and DELTA values as a function of 20 is of a precision and accuracy that allows reliable calculation 
wavelength of light utilized in a beam of polarized light. of Sample System (SS) characterizing PSI. and especially 
applied to a Sample System at seventy-five (75) and at thirty DELTA, Constant Values therefrom. Depending upon the 
(30) degrees Angles of Incidence. as amved at by various Sample System being investigated. deviations from the 
Modes of operation. Brewster Angle can be permissible. but where, for instance, 
HG. 6 shows DELTA values as a function of the ~ n g l e  of 25 glass is investigated, said tolerable deviation might be as 
Incidence of a beam of polarized light to a Thick Glass small as one-tenth ('/lo) a degree. Where metals are inves- 
Sample System, said DELTA values being determined by a tigated tolerable deviations can be upwards of thirty (30) 
present invention operation Mode method. degrees. 
FIGS. 7a through 7fshow plots of Sample System char- In addition. the J. A. Woollam Co. manufactures M-44. 
acterizing PSI and DELTA values as a function of wave- 30 and M-88 Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometa (RAE) Sys- 
length of light utilized in a beam of polarized light, applied tems which allow simultaneously application and analysis of 
to a Sample System at seventy-five (75) and at thirty (30) a multiplicity (eg- foe-four (44) or eighty-eight (88) etc.), 
degrees Angles of Incidence, as arrived at by various Modes of Wavelengths in a Pdarized Beam of Light. While the 
of operation of the ellipsometer. present invention was developed utilizing a (VASE) System, 
35 it can in some instances also be applied to the M-44 and 
DETAILED DESCFUFI'ION M-88 etc. systems. One said instance involves in-situ-real- 
time data aoquisition from Sample System (SS) processing 
The present can be used with any systm in which Ellipsometer System can not be inter- 
Spectroscopic Ellipsometer System which contains one or faced to said processing system in a manner which allows a 
more Rotatable or Rotating Elements. beam of polarized light from said Ellipsometer System to 
In the most general sense the present invention is a system 
-inge upon said sample system (SS) at near the ideal, 
and method for controlling the polarization state of a polar- well known, B~~~~~~ h g l e ,  or wncipal h g l e  ~f hci- 
ized beam of light utilized in an Ellipsometer system. The dence ( ~ 0 1 ) .  
present invention system and method allows a user to Continuing, EUipsometas, (Rotating Analyzer Ellipsom- 
simultaneously set a measured ellipsometric relative mag- 45 eter (RAE) Systems being used as an example herein). 
nitude ration of 'Y and "S" components. as well as a by detecting the change in polarization State caused 
measured ellipsometric phase angle between said "P" and in a Beam of Polarized Light, when said Beam of Polarized 
"S" components in a polarized beam of light (Note that the is caused to with a Sample System (SS). 
'T" component is that component of a polarized beam of 
light in a plane defined by a n o d  to a Sample System 50 Briefly. as shown in FIG. 1, for reference purposes. a basic J. A. Woollam Co. Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer (RAEt) 
surface. and the incident and reflected or transmitted beams, VASE System comprises: 
while the 'S" component is perpendicular thereto and par- 
allel to the surface of the Sample System). The purpose of '' APolarization State Generator (PSG) com~ris- 
controlling said polarization state of said polarized beam of 
light is to cause said measured ellipsometric relative mag- 55 a' a Source of a Beam of Light. which Beam Light can 
nitude ration of 'P' and "S" components. and said measured typically comprises a multiplicity of wavelengths. 
phase angle between said "P" and "S" components to be in which wavelengths are utilized one at a time; 
ranges in which a Polarization State Detector demonstrates b. a Pdarizer (P) which serves to set a desired state of 
decreased sensitivity to noise and errors in measurement etc. polarization in said beam of light by adjustment of the 
thereof. Said present invention system and method allows 60 ~ ~ l a r i z a  Angle (POL) thereof; 
determining S w l e  system Characterizing PSI and DELTA c. a Means for causing said Polarized Beam of Light to 
Constants, in  ranges otherwise difficult, if not impossible, to interact with a Sample System. (ie. a means to set an 
investigate. For instance. well known Sample System char- Angle Of Incidence (AOI). 
acterizing DELTAvalues can be obtained near zero (0.0) and 2. A Polarization State detector System (PSD) compris- 
one-hundred-eighty (180) degrees. As well, Angles of Inci- 65 ing: 
dence (AOI's) far removed from a Brewster Angle can be a a Rotating Analyzer (RA) which serves to process said 
utilized. Polarized Beam of Light after it interacts with said 
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Sample System (SS), such that a typically Modulated ized than when it is linearly polarized. (Note that circular 
Intensity. essentially Linearly Polarized beam of Light, polarization refers to the state wherein the well known 'T" 
is produced; (parallel to a plane of incidence defined by a perpendicular 
b. a Detector System (DET) which measures the Intensity to an investigated sample system surface and the incident 
of said resulting ~ l l i ~ , . j ~ a l l ~  po arized 5 and reflected or transmitted beam(s)). and "S" @mallel to 
,-ally Modulated Intensity waveform as a function of the of said system and perpendiclar to said 
time. "P" component). components of a polarized beam of light 
are at ninety degrees with respect to one another. and linear (Note. a Retarder (Rl) is also shown as present in FIG. 1. polarization refers to a state in which said and cornPo- Said Retarder (R1) is present in aJ. A. WOOUam nents are in phase). Particularly where a Diffraction Grating 
CO. Inc. @AE) VASE Ellipsometer system. and is discussed l o  is present in a Detector System, (but not limited to said 
supra with Ward to the J. *. Wooflam CO. Inc M-44* Or case), it has been found that Detector Polarization Depen- 
M-88 (RAE) Ellipsometer System in which said (R1) dence Sensitivity of a Detector can be greatly reduced by 
Retarder is commonly employed). application of an essentially circularly polarized Beam of 
It is to be understood then that an Ellipsometer System. in Light thereto, as compared to the result when a linearly 
use. can be considered to be comprised of a Polarization 1s polarized beam of light is so applied. Previous Patent 
State Generator System. (PSG), a Substrate System. (SS). Applications (eg. Ser. Nos. 081265.325 and 081339.834). 
and a Polarization State Detector System. (PSD). where all submitted by the J. A. Woollam Co. focus on this use of 
components preceding the Sample System (SS) are lumped Retarders in a Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer system. 
together under the term ''Polarization State Generator Sys- (Note. if multiple wavelengths are utilized. said Retarder 
(pSG)" and all components after the Sample System 20 might be Variable to allow an optimum Retardance to be set 
(SS) are l u q e d  together un&r the term 46p~1arimtion State for each as it is utilized. but in general, for the purposes of 
Detector System (PSD)". Thus, in the above recitation, this Disclosure. said Retarder for minimizing Detector 
Components identified as 1% lb, and l c  are considered to be poldzation dependent sensitivity can be considered as 
part of the (PSG) and the Components identified in 24 2b, Fixed). 
and 2c, are considered to be part of the (PSD). 25 Now. the present invention, in its preferred embodiment. 
Next, it is to be understood that the intensity waveform of makes use of one or more Retarder(s). (eg. Variable Retarder 
an elliptically polarized beam of light entaing a Rotating (~1). (see mG. 2 (VR1) & (VR2)). but for a very different 
Analyzer EUipsometa (RAE) Detector System (DET). as a Purpose and in a very different manner than Retarder (R1). 
function of time, is characterized by a mathematical qua-  It is to be understood that a Variable Retarder can be 
tion which involves well known measurable mpsometric 30 applied in a system in such a way that the amount of 
ALPHA and BETA parameters in a trigonometric Retardation provided thereby is Continuously Variable. That 
relationship, with the b u t h a l  Angle of said Rotating is. a Variable Retarder can be oriented in a system so as to 
Analyzer being the argument of said trigonometric func- have essentially no effect on a polarized beam of light 
tions. See EQ 1. Equation 1 provides definitions for ellip passing therethrough. (other than perfia~s an essentially 
sometric ALPHA and BETA. 3s negligible minor attenuation effect on the intensity thereof), 
or it can be oriented in a system to effectively convert linear 
I=w(l+ALPHA COS(POL)+BE"CQ SIN(P0L)) EQ polarization to essentially circular polarization, (that is. 
where "A" is the Rotating Analyzer Azimuth Angle. (Note provide ninety (90) degrees of Retardation to the "P" 
that EQ. 1 also applies to a Rotating Polarher Ellipsometer relative to the "S" component in a polarized beam of light 
wherein the angle "A" is replaced with a similar angle "P" 40 and vice versa). or it can provide other amounts of 
which corresponds to a Rotating Polarizer Azimuth Angle). Retardation, greater or lesser than Ninety (90) degrees. For 
(It is to be noted that EQ. 1 can be satisfied by any numbex instance. a Berek-Type Variable Retarder, (see supra), can be 
of ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA vaiue placed in an Ellipsometer System and positioned such that a 
pairs. That is, there is not but a single unique pair of polarized beam of light has an angle of incidence (AOI) of 
ellipsometric ALPHAandellipsometricBETAvalues which 45 zero (0.0) degrees to the Optical Axis thereof, (which 
satisfy EQ. 1. If, for instance, one arbitrarily sets an ellip- Optical Axis is, ideally, perpendicular to the surfaces of said 
sometric ALPHA value, (which can be accomplished by Berek-'Zlpe Variable Retarder). so that the polarization state 
adjusting the Polarizer (P) Polarization Angle (POL) by a of said polarized beam of light is not effected by the 
adjustment of said Polarizer in said (PSG)). evaluation of presence of said Berek-type Retarder. However, if the 
EQ. 1 in view of a Detector provided set of Data will provide 50 Berek-Qpe Variable Retarder is 'Tilted" so that the Beam of 
an accompanying ellipsometric BETA value, but such an polarized light has an angle of incidence (AOI) other than 
ellipsometric ALPHA-BETA pair will exist for each (POL) zero (0.0) degrees to the Optical Axis thereof. the polariza- 
setting a user cares to set). tion state. (ie. the angular relationship of the "F'" and "S" 
While not a focus of the present invention, previous components with respect to one another), of said polarized 
activity by the J. A. Woollam Co. has determined that for ss beam of light can be greatly effected. Greater angles of 
their "MM-44" and M-88" (RAE'S) the Retarder (Rl) identi- 'Tilt" will effect an impinging polarized beam of light with 
fied in mG. 1 is best be placed after the Rotating Analyzer effectively greater retardation. It is noted that Berek-'Ilpe 
and ahead of the Detector System (DET) so that the essen- Variable Retarders can provide continuously variable 
tially linearly polarized beam of light which emerges from amounts of Retardation o v a  a large range of wavelengths as 
the Rotating Analyzer during use is converted to an ellipti- 60 well. That is, unlike zero-order-waveplates, Berek-type 
cally polarized beam of light. (ideally a circularly polarized Retarders are not designed for use at but a single 
beam of light). prior to entry to said Detector. Again, this is wavelenght. (or at best a small band of wavelenghts around 
because most Detectors, (in a Polarization State Detector an average design-wavelength). This makes said Berek-type 
System (PSD)), are less prone to introduce Polarization Retarders especially attractive in the context of the present 
Dependent Sensitivity errors into Polarized Light Beam 65 invention. 
Intensity measurements when an entering polarized beam of In addition to Berek-type Variable Retarders, it is also 
light is elliptically. (preferably essentially circularly), polar- possible to utilize Liquid Crystal, Ken, Pockels. Babinet and 
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Soleil Variable Retarders and systems of multiple seriesed identify any Variable Retarders which operate based upon 
zero-order-waveplate-type Retarders, (see supra) as Con- magnetic-effects. FIGS. 4u, 4b and 4c each show a Light 
tinuously Variable Retarders. Said various types of Variable Beam (LB) impinging thereon. 
Retarders are well known by those skilled in the art of Regarding Rotating Analyzer ElGpsometers (RAE'S). it is 
mpsometry. and will be but briefly described herein. First, 5 to be understood that well known practice is to determine 
~ i ~ ~ i d  crystal variable ~ ~ ~ ~ d e ~ ~  are true zero-order ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BmA as defined in 
a s  in which the Retardance effected on a polarized beam of EQ. 1, in view of a Detector System (DET) provided 
light changes with a voltage applied thereto. Next. Kerr and Measured Ioknsity vs. Time Data Set. (Note that "A", the 
Pockels Variable Retarders are both electro-optical-type Rotating Azmuthal in Eq. which is the 
Variable Retarders which become Birefringent when an lo argument of the COS and SIN Trig Functions, is a function 
electric field is applied thereto. FIG. 4c provides represen- of time). Multiple D.C. ~~asurements  can also a Data 
tation of K~ pockel and Liquid Crystal Variable Retarders Set which can be utilized in determination of ellipsometric 
generally. (Note it is not m i l y  a geometrical shape ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA, (eg. a select set ellips@ 
which serves as a Kerr, Pockel and Liquid Crystal Variable metric and ellipsometric BETA Values caes~ood-  
Retar&n basis of operation, but rather the effects the 15 ing to a INmber of Azimuthal angular settings "A"). 
application of electrical fields and voltages exert on the Ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric are 
birefringence nature of materials from which they are generally, but not necessarily. found by a 'Tourier Analysis" 
constructed, hence the rather simple representation of HG. approach as applied to an appropriate Data Set obtained at 
4c). Induced Birefringence is proportional to the square, and a Detector System (Dm) in an Ellipsometer system. some 
linearly, to applied Electric fields in Kerr and Pockels 20 procedures then apply mathematical corrections to the 
Variable Retarders, respectively. Also available are Variable so-determined ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
Retarders which operate based upon application of a mag- BETA patameters to provide ellipsometric ALPHA 
netic field. FIG, 4c is again used as a representation thereof, and ellipsometric BETAPRIME parameters in an attempt to 
where ~1 and ~2 are considered to be an applied Magnetic minimize the effects of Polarization Dependence Sensitivity. 
Field. Examples of such "magnetic-fara&y-effectw Variable 25 ~lectrical signal g a ~  in amplifiers and the like. Other 
Redarders are Voigt and Cotton-Mouton system. said v d -  mathematical manipulations can also be ~erfomed. 
able Retarders provide Birefringence proportional to the However, whether mat'ernticd of the 
square of an applied magnetic field. Continuing. Babinet and measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric is 
Soleil Variable Retarders are each comprised of two wedges. done Or not* the purpose of detemg the ellipsometric 
the angled faces of which are placed into slidable contact 30 ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameters in Rotating 
with one another. As said wedges are caused to move with Ellipsometers (REE's) is generally to allow the 
respect to one another. the effective thickness encountered mathematical of known System 
by a beam of light passing therethrough at a fixed I-ion (SS) Characterizing Ellipsometer PSI and DELTA constant 
with respect thereto changes. Said change in effective thick- parameters by means of Transfer Functions. Said PSI and 
ness changes the amount of birefringent retardation effected 35 DELTA Constant parameter values being representative of 
thereby. Reference to FIG. 4b demonstrates that Solefl an Sample System (SS) optical properties. (eg- 
variable ~~~d~~ also have an such as refractive index. extinction coefficient and even 
Retarder in series with the twewedge variable ~~~~~d~ temperature), and for instance. of the thickness and compo- 
system. The @tical axes, (eg. (A) and (B)), of the two sition of a thin film(s) present on the surface of a sample 
wedges in a ~ ~ b i n ~ t  variable ~~~d~~ are typic.y oriented 40 Substrate. The conversion of measured ellipsometric 
at ninety (90) degrees with respect to one another, while in ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameters to 
a soleil variable retarder said optical axes are oriented PSI and DELTA values is by means of well known Trans- 
*-line with one another, (eg. (A) and (Bq)), while the form Equations. See Eqs. 2 and 3 for the equations which 
essenrially nonvariable Retarder optical axis (C) is oriented apply to Wotating Analyzer Ellipsometer (RAE) systems: 
at ninety (90) degrees with respect thereto. The above 45 
identified alternative Variable Retarders are well known and Tm(pso = V 1 + ALPHA ABS(TAN(P0L)) EQ. 2 
can be applied to the present invention in addition to v 1 -ALPHA 
Berek-type and multiple zero-order waveplate-type Retarder 
Systems. The criteria for application being that a Retarder V 1 + ALPHA ABS(TAN(POL1) 
System can be made operable over a relatively large range so 1 -ALPHA 
of wavelengths. (eg. they are usable in a spectroscopic 
ellipsometer system which operates over. for instance, the COS(DELTA) = BETA EQ. 3 
range of two-hundred-thirty( (230) to seventeen-hundred \1 I- ALPHA^ 
(1700) nanometers or greater). It is also to be understood 
that the terminology, (eg. Berek, Babinet, Soleil, Ken, 55 DELTA=ARCCOS BETA 
Pockles. Liquid Crystal, Voigt and Cotton-Mouton etc.) is to ( Y  I-ALPW 
be interpreted broadly rather than limiting. to Variable 
Retarders which operate functionally as described. That is. where (POL) is an angle set by a Polarization State 
Berek refers to Variable Retarders with an optical axis Generator. (see description of a Rotating Analyzer Ellip- 
perpendicular to the surface thereof. while zero-order- 60 someter System infra). which is easily controlled by a user. 
waveplate Variable Retarders refer to those with an optical As the angle (POL) is changed it will be observed from Eq. 
axis parallel to the surface thereof. Babinet and Soleil are to 3 that the measured value of ellipsometric ALPHA involved 
be interpreted as identifying any Variable Retarders of dual in arriving at a Sample System Constant PSI Value will 
wedge construction. Kerr, Pockles and Liquid Crystal are to change. For other (REE's) similar equations exist. For 
be interpreted to identify any Variable Retarders which 65 example in (RPE) systems, the angle (POL) in Eqs. 2 and 3 
operate based upon electro-optical effects and Voigt and is replaced by an angle (ANL), the Azimuthal angle of an 
Cotton-Mouton are terms which are to be interpreted to Analyzer. 
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(Note. Equations 1 and 2 are derived in standard texts on To date no known system and method has been available 
EUipsometer. such as "ELLIPSO-Y AND POLAR- to allow convenient ellipsometric BETAValue range control 
]ZED LIGHT'' by Azzam and Bashara. North Holland. capability over a relatively large spectroscopic range of 
1977, and discussed in a Review Article by Collins. title wavelengths, emphasis added. 
''ALJTOMATIC ROTATING ELEMENT ELLIPSOM- s There is thus demonstrated a need for a system and 
CALIBRAT10N* OPm1ON+ AND REAL- method that will allow a user to adjust an Ellipsometer 
TIME APPLICmONS:. SQ. INSTRUM. 61 System during use, such that both measured ellipsometric 
AUGUST 1990. These references are incorporated by ref- ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameter values can be 
erence into this Disclosure.) simultaneously set to values in ranges wherein noise and 
Observation of Eq' shows that an ellipsometricALP? 10 errors in measurement thereof etc. have negligible effect on 
value of approximately one (1.0) will cause the equabon 
denominator to go to zero (0.0). and the value provided by the calculation of and DELTA Transfer Function Ns. 
said equation for any set Polarization State Generator and 3. As noted with respect to Eq. infra, numerous pairs 
Pol-er. Pol-er (P) set Angle (POL), to be infinity. Such of ellipsometric ALPHAefipsometric BETA Kdues can 
a result defeats the god of EUipsometric Analysis. ~ f .  satisfy EQ. 1. Some values of ellipsometic ALPHA. (ie. 
however, ellipsometric ALPHAis approximately zero (0.0) 15 near zero (0.0) or at least less than nine-tenths (0.9))- 
then ~ q .  2 w u  be sensitive to changes in the Polarization however. will be found to decrease the sensitivity of Q. 2 
State Generator (PSG), polarizer (P) set Angle (POL), and to noise and measurement errors etc. in ellipsometric 
not ellipsometric ALPHA. This is a desirable situation as ALPHA as compare to that present when greater Values of 
noise and errors in measurement etc. of ellipsometric ellipsometric ALPHA are utilized As well. some relatively 
ALPHA value are eliminated while the Polarization State 20 low values of ellipsometric BETA will decrease the sensi- 
Generator (PSG). Polarizer (P) set Angle (POL) remains tivity of Eq. 3 to noise and measurement errors in ellipso- 
controllable by a user. Now. it is known that different metric BETA. If a user could then adjust an Ellipsometer 
settings of the Polarization State Generator (PSG). Polarizer System so that Eqs. 2 and 3 are provided ellipsomehric (PI set Angle (POL), are associated with merent values of ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA Values nearer zero (0.0) 
ellipsometric ALPHA. That is. a user controlling the Polar- 25 thao to one (1.0). said ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipso- 
ization State Generator (PSG). Pohizer (P) set Angle (POL) metric BETAValues being arrived at by, for instance Fourier 
can effect a desired Detector System ( D m  measured value balysis, in view of a set of Data obtained experimentally 
of ellipsometric ALPHA. As indicated ideally one would fr,, said Detedor System then said Ellipsometer 
want ellipsometric ALPHA to be zero (0.0). however. it will System provided data would be insensitive to noise be noted that any ellipsometric ALPHA value below about 
nine-tenths (0.9) serve to greatly reduce the effect of 30 and in measurement etc. in arriving at ellipsometric 
noise and in measurement etc. in ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA values. as said noise and 
A L P ~ A ,  in the calculation of PSI via Eq. 2. mat is, while errors in measurement effect calculation of PSI and DELTA 
preferable, it is not absolu&ly required that the value of values from qs. and 3- The present invention provides a 
el~ipsome~c be zero (0.0) to sufficiently decrease system and method for allowing control over the measured 
the sensitivity of ~ q .  2 to &anges in ellipsometric ALPHA 35 ellipsometric BETA value. in addition to the measured value 
such as can occur because of noise, or because of errors in of ellipsometric ALPHA. 
measurement or determining ellipsometric ALPHA by The present invention can be most easily understood by 
evaluating to EQ. 1 in view of a measured Detector provided reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. As mentioned infra. FIG. 1 
Data Set. for instance. (That is. Data can be obtained which shows a typical J. A. Woollam Co. Variable Angle Spectro- 
can be utilized in Calculating PSI and Delta Values when 40 scopic Rotating Analyzer (RAE) Ellipsometer. (VASE) Sys- 
ellipsometric ALPHA is not zero (0.0). even though that is tem which is being used as an example Ellipsometer system 
an optimum Value for ellipsometTic ALPHA). herein. Shown are a Light Source (LS) which provides a 
As was alluded to infra, it is well known, in (RAE) beam of light, a Polarizer (P). a Sample System (SS), a 
systems. to adjust the Polarization State Generator Angle Rotating Analyzer (RA) a Retarder (Rl) and a Detector 
(POL) to set a desired ellipsometric ALPHA value in prac- 45 System (DET). FIG. 2 shows the system of FIG. 1 with 
tice. What has not been possible, prior to the present added Variable Tilt Retarders (VR1) and (VR2). As 
invention. however, is the ability to conveniently provide described above, said Retarder (Rl) is positioned after the 
control of ellipsometric BETAvalues, over a relatively large Rotating Analyzer (RA) and ahead of the Detector System 
range of wavelengths. (eg. twehundred-thirty (230) to (Dm) and serves to reduce the effect of Polarization Depen- 
seventeen-hundred(l700) nanometers), for a similarreason SO dence Sensitivity of a Detector System (DET) in use. 
as described with respect to ellipsometric ALPHA. (Note However. Variable Retarders (VRl) and (VR2) are placed 
that similar procedures are applicable in other (REE's)). head of the Rotating Analyzer (RA). (Note, (VR1) is present 
Inspection of Eq. 3 shows that calculation of DELTA. (again in the Polarkation State Generator System (PSG). and 
a Sample System (SS) characterizing parameter which is (VR2) is present in the Polarization State Detector System 
constant for a given (AOI) and Wavelength), requires know- ss (PSD)). In use both said Variable Retarders (VR1) and 
ing a measured parameter ellipsometric BETA. It occurs, in (VR2) can be present, or only one thereof might be present. 
certain ranges of ellipsometric BETAparameter values, that The point is that the presence of a Variable Retarder at the 
ellipsometric BETA is very sensitive to unavoidable noise location of (VR1) andfor (VR2) allows a user an adjustment 
and measurement errors etc. introduced in conducting an by which the measured ellipsometric BETA parameter value 
investigation of a Sample System (SS). Hence, just as is the 6a can be set. While it is not unknown to place Variable 
case with ellipsometric ALPHA. it would be desirable to be retarders in Ellipsometer Systems such as shown in FIG. 2, 
able to control the value of ellipsometric BETA so that it is the use made thereof disclosed herein is, within the howl- 
in a range where the effect of noise and errors in measure- edge of the Inventors, new. Known uses of Variable Retard- 
ment etc. ellipsometric BETA. in the Eq. 3 transfer function ers placed as are (VR1) and (VR2) are, for instance, to effect 
which provides DELTA, are negligible. As with ellipsomet- 65 circular polarization on a Polarized Beam of Light in the 
ric ALPHA, a value of zero (0.0) is ideal, but not absolutely vicinity of the Sample System, (so that, for instance, all 
required Stokes Vector and Mueller Matrix components can be 
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measured. see Azzam and Bashara reference cited infra). In Magnesium Fluoride Plate with a bandwidth of operation in 
the present scenario, however, such is not the primary excess of the two-hundred-thirty (230) to seventeen-hundred 
purpose and it will be appreciated that once the Polarized (1700) nanometers utilized in the Rotating Analyzer Ellip- 
Beam of Light passes through the sequentially foflowing someter System being described. (eg. a VASE System), 
Rotating Analyzer @A), it will again be Linearly polarized. 5 which Berek- rn  Magnesium Fluoride Plate provides an 
Continuing. reference to Eq. 4 shows the effect of (VR1) effective ltehrdance. variable over a range of from zero 
and/or (VR2). (0.0) to in excess of plus or minus ninety (90) degrees. over 
said entire range of frequencies for two-hundred-thirty (230) 
Eq, to seventeen-hundred (1700) nanometers. (Note that Saphire COS(DELTA + R) = BETA 
10 might also a usable material from which a Berek-me \1 1 - ALPHA2 Retarder can be made as is Mica. Mica, however, becomes 
DELTA = ARCCOS BETA opaque in certain wavelength regions of interest. As well. ( I-ALPHA2 Quartz. even though being Optically active in that it rotates 
a Polarized Beam of Light, is also a possible material for a 
Berek-type Retarder). It is noted that preferred Berek-Type 
where "R" is the amount of Retardation provided by (VRl) 15 Magnesium Fluoride Plates are available from New Focus, 
and/or w ) .  (Note. EQ 4 is technically value only where Inc., and are identified by Part No. Berek Polarization 
the fast axis of the Variable Retarder is in the "P" or "S" Compensator 5540. 
plane, however. said equation generally demonstrates the FIG. 4a shows a Beam of Light incident upon a Berek- 
effect utilized by the present invention). type Retarder Plate at a an Angle of Incidence (AOI) of zero 
Comparison to Eq. 3 shows that the argument of the COS 20 (0.0) degrees thereto. (ie. the angle between the normal to 
term has been modified by the addition of the Retardation the surface of the Retarder Plate and the impinging Beam of 
effected by the presence of (VR1) andlor (VR2). Light is zero (0.0) degrees). In an ideal Berek-Type Retarder 
Alternatively. it can be stated that an "Offset" is added to the the Optical axis is perpendicular to the plane of the surface 
Equation for calculating DELTA by the 'Tilt" of (VR1) (s) of the Retarder plate, and the Polarization State of a 
and/or w ) ,  thereby effecting a change of the value of the 25 Polarized Beam of Light which is aligned with the Optical 
measured ellipsometric BEWA parameter. Again, said mea- Axis so as to impinge at said ninety (90) degree angle to said 
sured value can be set to be, ideally. near zero (0.0). although surface(s), is not significantly affected as it passes there- 
any reduction in a measured value thereof is beneficial. through. In practice, the Optical Axis of a Berek-Type 
In use a routine which allows measuring an ellipsometric Retarder can be slightly off perpendicular to the surface of 
ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA pair solution to EQ. 1, 30 thereof. and the surfaces thereof may not be exactly parallel 
(typically as arrived at by Fourier Analysis of a Data Set to one another, but a multidirectional tilting procedure can 
provided experimentally at the Detector System (DET)), be utilized to effect coincidence between the direction of the 
will be followed Said routine provides an ellipsometric Polarized Beam of Light and the actual effective Optical 
ALPHA value in a range which is not significantly sensitive Axis. Said multidirectional tilting procedure will generally 
to noise and errors in measurement etc. involved in arriving 35 be found to be require different amounts of tilt for each 
thereat, so that in application of Eqs. 2. (which it will be specific Berek-'Ilpe Retarder because of manufacturing 
recalled allows calculation of PSI from a measured ellipse variance from one unit to anotha: 
metric ALPHA value). the effect of noise and errors in It is noted that Retarders with an Optical Axis parallel to 
measurement and etc. of ellipsometric ALPHA are negli- the surface thereof. (zero-order-waveplates). could possibly 
gible. As well, said routine allows setting a measured 40 be used in the present invention. instead of Berek-type 
ellipsometric BETA Value in a range in which it is not Retarders, but a problem with doing so with presently 
significantly sensitive to noise and errors in measurement commercially available systems exists as such systems do 
etc. thereof. not simply apply a direct amount of retardation to a Polar- 
Now, it will be appreciated that Retarders (VR1) & (VR2) ized Beam of Light to effect. for instance, a variable zero 
can each physically constitute a Plate of a finite thickness, 45 (0.0) to ninety (90) degree retardation. Rather, two plates are 
presenting with offset essentially parallel surfaces. (Note, typically involved in commercially available zero-order- 
however, that no Retarder is physically perfect). Such a Plate waveplate Retarder Systems which have the Optical Axis 
can be 'Tilted" in many ways. 'Ik.0 preferred axes of rotation parallel to the surface. Said systems are designed such that 
are demonstrated in FIGS. 3a and 36. FIG. 3a shows one plate. for instance, effects a five-thousand (5000) degree 
Azimuthal Tilt around a Vertical Axis and FIG. 3b shows 50 retardation in one direction of rotation. and a second plate 
Hevational Tipping around a Horizontal Axis. Note that provides a four-thousand-one-hundred-ten degree retar- 
both Clockwise and Counterclockwise Rotations can be dance in the opposite direction of rotation. The end effect on 
effected in both the Azimuthal and Elevational cases. Such a Polarized Beam of Light exiting the described System then 
mutlidirectional Tilt adjustment capability allows adjusting- is an introduced of retardation to a Primary Polarized Beam 
out the effect of imperfections. which vary from Retarder to 55 of an intended ninety (90) degrees. In addition, it has been 
Retarder, in the context of an Ellipsometer System. (For found that presently Commercially available Retarders with 
instance, one imperfection which occurs is that the optical the Optical Axis in the plane of the Surface thereof, (eg. 
Axis of a Retarder is oriented other than exactly perpen- zero-order waveplates), are used. multiple such systems in 
dicular or parallel to the surface of the Retarder. The ability sequence are required to effect a Variable Retardance over 
to effect multidirectional "tilting" of such a retarder allows 60 the entire range of zero (0) to ninety (90) degrees, over a 
matching the (AOI) of an impinging Beam of Light essen- relatively large spectroscopic range of wavelengths. (eg. 
tially "exactly" as desired with respect to the actual direction two-hundred-thirty (230) to seventeen-hundred (1700) 
of the Polarization Axis of a Retarder. This capability. as far nanometers and greater). This results because over a rela- 
as the Inventors know. has not previously been available in tively large spectroscopic range of wavelengths, which 
an Ellipsometer System). 65 range includes therein wavelengths which are half as long as 
It is also noted that a preferred Retarder, the general others in said relatively large spectroscopic range, a fixed 
nature of which was described directly infra, is a Berek-Type zero-order-waveplate Retarder will serve only to provide 
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one-hundred-eighty (180) degrees of retardation at said half show two axes of 'Tlt" of a Berek-type Variable Retarder 
wavelength lengths. That is it will simply rotate the orien- (VR) such as utilized in the exemplary J. A. Woollam Co. 
tation of a linearly polarized wave rather than provide it with Inc. VASE Rotating Analyzer Fillipsometer (RAE) System 
any elliptical inftuence. (It is noted that to provide a full zero utilized in this Disclosure to obtain the results demonstrated 
(0.0) to ninety (90) degrees of Retardation at all wavelengths 5 in FIGS. 5n-5d, 6, and 7a-75 discussed supra. FIGS. 4d and 
in the identified spectroscopic range of wavelengths. 4e show Rotation of said Berek-type Variable Retarder (VR) 
requires three (3) fwed zero-order-waveplate Retarders in around mutually perpendicular shafts (Sl) and (S). Shown 
series to avoid the identified one-hundred-eighty (180) also is a Light Beam (LB) passing through said Berek-type 
degree "rotated orientation" sign problem). Variable Retarder (VR) FIGS. 4d and 4e. FIG. 4e provides 
It is noted that any system which allows sufficient user 10 another view of a two axes of "tilt" Berek-type Variable 
control of Retardance over the identified relatively large Retarder (VR) with a Light Beam (LB) passing there- 
spectroscopic range of wavelengths can be used in the through. FIG. 4e also shows a Fiber (Fl) carrying said Light 
present invention. Numerous possible types of Variable Beam (LB) to Focusing Lens (L). Said Light Beam (LB) is 
Retarders were identified herein infra. However. for the shown passing through a Berek-type Variable Retarder (VR) 
present. Berek-?lpe Retarders are preferred as problems in 15 via an aperture (A) in a housing therefore. 
the use thereof have been found to be minimal, as compared A Case 1 Nc-Plate Mode refers to a scenario in which 
to problems encountered when, for instance, multiple pres- neither Variable retarder (VR1) or (VR2) is present. and in 
ently commercially available zero-order-waveplates are uti- which the Polarizer (P) is adjusted to set ellipsometric 
lized. ALPHA in an insensitive range and a resulting ellipsometric 
It is also noted that the presence of a Variable Retarder 20 ALPHA-ellipsometric BETA pair is directly provided from 
(VR1) andlor (VR2) as shown in FIG. 2 allows determina- the Detector System (DET) Data. typically by a Fourier 
tion of the direction of rotation. (the "Handedness") of a Analysis procedure applied to modulated intensity data in 
polarized Beam of Light. Introduction of a Retardation 'R" (REE's). 
will effect the Polarization State by adding to. or subtracting A Case 2 No-Plate Regression Mode refers to a scenario 
from an existing Pohrhtion State. depending on the 25 in which neither Variable Retarder (VRI) or (VR2) is 
"Handedness" thereof. By detecting the direction of the present, and in which a number of Polarizer (P) settings are 
effect of adding Retardance "R", one knows the "Handed- effected and a Data Set comprised of a number of ellipso- 
ness" of the Polarized Beam of Light acted upon. metric ALPHA-ellipsometric BETA pairs. provided by 
"Handedness". it is noted. is otherwise not determined by an analysis of data provided by the Detector System (Dm), are 
Ellipsometer System. Prior to the present invention "Hand- 30 mathematically subjected to a regression procedure to deter- 
edness" has been determinable in an ellipsometer which has mine optimum PSI and DELTA Values in view thereof. This 
been effectively converted to a polarheter by: obtaining a approach to PSI and DELTA evaluation does not impose any 
set of ALPHA and BETA values, entering a ninety (90) control on the value of ellipsometric BETA, however. this 
degree Retarder into the ellipsometerfpolarimeter system. approach to determining PSI and DELTA is itself considered 
and obtaining a second set of ALPHA and BETA values. The 35 by the Inventors to be new, novel, nonobvious and useful. 
present invention allows utilizing other than ninety 90) without more. 
degrees retardance when obtaining the second set of ALPHA A Case 3. Plate-Zero-Mode is identified wherein an ideal 
and BETA values. "Handedness" is described in a paper by Berek-Qpe Variable Retarder (VR1) and/or (VR2) islare 
Hauge and Dill titled "Design and operation of ETA. an present. as shown in mG. 2. Said Berek-type Variable 
Automated Ellipsometer", IBM J. of Dev. and Research. 40 Retarder(s) hasthave the optical Axis thereof oriented per- 
Vol. 17, No.6. November 1973, which reference is incorpc~ pendicular to the surface thereof. It the beam of light is 
rated by reference in this Disclosure. As well, the presence incident along the Optical Axis of said Berek-type Variable 
of a Retarders in the position of (VR1) and (VR2), in Retarder Plate. as shown in FIG. 4a, then except for minor 
combination with a Rotating Analyzer in an Ellipsometer attenuation. the Variable Retarder Plate has no effect. Thus 
System allows determination of al l  the elements of a Stokes 45 an EUipsometer system can include such a Berek-?lpe 
Vector if said Retarder is caused to 'Tilt-for Berek-type Variable Retarder Plate which need not be physically 
Retar&rl' or "rotate-for zero-order-waveplate". This is yet removed when not used in certain instances. Simple align- 
another benefit of the presence of a Retarder (VR1) andlor ment will make its presence essentially undetectable. 
(VR2) as shown in FIG. 2. (Note. VR2 must be present to thereby making use of the Ellipsometer System much more 
determine a Stokes Vector). Also. with the presence of 50 convenient. (Note, multiple 'Tilt" direction capability 
Retarders (VR1) and (VR2) in the positions shown, if both allows orienting the Berek-type Variable Retarder so that its 
are "tilted" or rotated during use while the Analyzer (RA) presence is end-user Transparent at any wavelength over the 
and Polarization State Generator (PSG) are held stationary. large range of at least two-hundred-thirty (230) to 
determination of al l  sixteen (16) elements of the Mueller seventeen-hundred (1700) nanometers). This convenience. 
Matrix is possible. The meanings of the terms "Stokes 55 to the inventor's knowledge, has not here-to-fore been 
Vector" and "Mueller Matrix" are well known in the field of available in any ellipsometer system where Variable Com- 
Ellipsometry and Pohhe.try and will not be further dis- pensators are present. 
cussed here. An article titled "Recent Developments In W o  Cases, in addition to the above mentioned Case 3 
Instrumentation In Ellipsometry", by Hauge. Surface Plate-Zero-Mode, apply to an Ellipsometer System in which 
Science. Vol. 96, No. 108, 1980 describes Stokes Vectors 60 Variable Retardqs) (VRl) and/or (VR2) islare present. 
and Mueller Matrices and said reference is incorporated by The Inventors define a significant Case 4 VASE-C 
reference in this Disclosure. MODE. FIGS. 5 through 7, (discussed supra). show results 
Various modes of operation of Ellipsometer systems as obtained using this Mode of operation. In the specific tests 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, without, and fitted with the present demonstrated in said Figures. two (2) (RAE) Polarizer Angle 
ellipsometric BETA control Retarder(s) (VRl) and/or 6s (POL) positions were used, and Five (5) Variable Retarder 
(VR2). respectively. present in view of FIGS. 3a, 3b and positions were used at each thereof, leading to a collection 
4n-4e. FIG. 4u-4c were discussed infra FIGS. 3a and 36 of Ten (10) data ellipsometric ALPHA-ellipsometric BETA 
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pair values. The Five Variable Retarder Positions correspond DELTA values are achieved near zero (0.0) and one- 
to Zero (0.0) Tilt. a Clockwise and a Counter-Clockwise hundred-eighty (180) degrees. where reliable values for 
Azimuthal Tilt and a Clockwise and a Counterclockwise DELTAare not ordinarily obtainable. (It will be recalled that 
Elevational Tilt. (see discussion with respect to FIGS. 3a an (A011 near the Prhci~al  or Brewster Angle must Qpi- 
and 3b infra). v o t e  that forty-five (45) degree Tilts were 5 tally be utilized to allow obtaining reliable values for 
utilized to acquire the data which was utilized to calculate DELTA, and said reliable values are then near ninety (90) 
the PSI and DELTA values plotted in FIGS. 5-7). A Math- degrees). 
ematical Regression was applied to said ten (10) ellipso- FIGS. 7a-7f show additional PSI and DELTA plots 
metric ALPHA-ellipsometric BETA pair data to find Con- achieved from data acquired from various of the Modes 
stant PSI and DELTA parameters which provide the best fit lo  identified above. FIGS. 7a-7c are for data acquired using an 
by a minimized Square Error approach. (Said Regression (AOI) of seventy-five (75) degrees. and F'IGs. 7c-7f are 
Procedures are well known to those knowledgeable in the plots achieved from data acquired using an (A011 of thirty 
field of ELLipsometry. The most commonly usedversion goes (30) &grees. FIG. 70 is for a Case 1 No-Plate Mode, FIG. 
by the name "&farquardt-Levenberg" and involve standard 7 b  is for a Case 3 Plate-Zero Mode and FIG. 7c is for a Case 
non-linear techniques of equation parameter evaluation). It 15 4 VASE-C Mode. Note that the PSI and DELTA values 
is to be noted that in this case some of the ten (10) shown in FIGS. 7 a - 7 ~  are all good. Note however. that the 
ellipsometric ALPHA-efipsometric BETA pairs will not DELTA values shown in FIG. 7f is superior to that shown in 
have ellipsometric ALPHA and/or ellipsometric BETA vd- FIGS. 7d and 7e. That is, where the (AOI) is set at th* (30) 
ues which are in ranges which are insensitive to noise and degrees. only the Case 4 VASI5-C approach to calculating 
errors in measurement etc., but application of the Math- 20 DELTA provided a very good result over the full spectrum 
ernatical Regression approach to evaluating PSI and DELTA of wavelengths shown. 
in view of the plurality of ellipsometric ALPHA- In view of the foregoing, it is to be understood that the 
ellipsometric BETA pair data, provides a result which is most important results shown by said Inventors provided 
surprisingly good, emphasis added. (Note, it is to be under- Test Results are: 
stood that the use of Ten (10 ) ellipsometric ALPHA- 25 1. Use of the Case 4 VC VASE-C Mode in evaluating PSI 
ellipsometric BETA pairs was arbitrary and that other num- and DELTA parameters allows greatly reduced 
bas of ellipsometric ALPHA-ellipsometric BETA pairs restraints on the Angle Of Incidence (AOI) of a Sub- 
could be used by changing the number of (AOI's) and strate Probing Polarized Beam of Light. (said (AOQ 
number of Retarder 'Tilt" positions so as to arrive at other being with reference to the surface of a Sample System 
than ten ellipsometric ALPHA-ellipsometric BETA param- 30 being investigated). That is. for instance. PSI and 
eter values for use in the Regression evaluation of PSI and DELTA Values for a Semiconductor can be found by 
DELTA). It is noted that the only difference between Case 2 Regression on data obtained with the (AOI) at seventy- 
and Case 4 is that in Case 4. a ellipsometric BETAatTecting five (75) degrees, which is the Principal or Brewster 
Retarder Plate present in the Ellipsometer System and is Angle as is well known. With the present invention in 
utilized as a means to control measured ellipsometric BETA 35 place. however, the quality of data obtained with the 
values while collecting ellipsometric ALPHA-ellipsometric (AOI) set to thirty (30) degrees. for instance, allows 
BETA pair data. That is Case 2 also utilizes a Mathematical PSI and DELTA Value determination equally as well 
Regression approach to arriving at PSI and DELTA. when a Case 4 VASBC Mode approach is utilized. 
A Case 5 Plate-Mode refers to a scenario in which Again, this means that the (AOI) need not be set to the 
ellipsometric ALPHA is set to a value in a range where it is 40 Principal or Brewster Angle to obtain high quality 
insensitive to noise and measurement errors etc. by adjust- Data. Those knowledgeable in the field of Ellipsometry 
ment of the Polarizer. and ellipsometric BETA is set to a will immediately recognize the surprising nature of this 
value in a range where it is similarly insensitive by adjust- result. (Note that the PSI and DELTA Values obtained 
ment of Variable Retarder(s) (VR1) andlor (VR2). Then as at different (AOI's) are not the same Values, but that the 
in Case 1, Fourier Analysis, (or some similar technique), is 45 Data obtained with the (AOI) set to thirty (30) degrees 
applied to data acquired from the Detector System (Dm) to is of a quality associated with data taken at the Principal 
evaluate an ellipsometric ALPHA and a ellipsometric or Brewster Angle. Again. where a Semiconductor is 
BETA. The only difference between Case 1 and Case 5 is the Sample System, the (AOI) is typically set at the 
that in Case 5 a ellipsometric BETA affecting Retarder Plate Brewster Angle of approximately seventy-five (75) 
is present in the Ellipsometer System and utilized to set 50 degrees, where DELTAis near ninety (90) degrees. and 
ellipsometric BETA to an insensitive region value in  use. ellipsometric BEIA becomes a minimum, (ideally zero 
FIGS. 5a and 5b demonstrate PSI and DELTA plots (0.0). to obtain Data which allows reliable calculation 
achieved from data acquired where an (AOI) of seventy-five Delta values. That is. Polarization State sensitivity to 
(75) degrees was utilized. FIG. 5a shows a comparison Sample Substrate Optical and Physical properties drops 
between Case 3 Plate-Zero Mode and Case 4 VASEC &ta 55 quickly when the (AOI) is varied from seventy-five 
and FIG. 5b shows a comparison between Case 1 No-Plate (75) degrees. The present invention, however, allows 
Mode and Vase-C mode. Note that at a seventy-five (75) use of an (AOI) of thirty (30) degrees, (and other 
degree (AOI) all modes provide good PSI and DELTA data. (AOI's), with essentially no loss of said sensitivity. 
FIGS. 5c and Sd show plots achieved from data acquired This is. as those experienced in the field of ellipsometry 
similarly to how data was acquired for the plots in FIGS, 5a MI will immediately recognize. is surprising and 
and 5b respectively, but where an (AOI) of thirty (30) significant. emphasis added. 
degrees. Note that only the Case 4 VASEC mode provides 2. Use of the Case 4 VASEC Mode to measure DELTA 
good Delta Data. Values where the (AOI) is near the angle at which 
FIG. 6 shows DELTA calculated from data achieved from DELTA quickly changes from near one-hundred-eighty 
data acquired by investigating Thick BK7 Glass using a 65 (180) degrees to zero (0.0) degrees. The case investi- 
Case 4 VASE-C Mode where the (AOI) was varied from gated by the Inventors involved a thick BK7 Glass 
f i f ty (50) to sixty-two (62) degrees. Note that reliable Sample System. The uitical (AOI) is between fifty-six 
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(56) and fifty-eight (58) degrees. The very surprising Type Variable Retarder mounting means. While one direc- 
result is that PSI and DELTA Data in the obtained tion of 'Tilt" can allow adjustment of a Variable Retarder 
regions from *-five (55) to fifty-six (56) degrees and sufficient for most applications. the present invention 
from fiw-seven (57) to fifty-eight (58) degrees is extended the capability of Ellipsometers generally, to allow 
sufficiently accurate to allow ~alculation of Thin Film 5 degrees of precision not heretofore available. The present 
roughness. losses. thickness and Optical Refractive multi-tilt capability allows adjusting out the effect of imper- 
Index therefrom. in the of fections in Retarder(s) (eg. out of parallel surfaces and bulk EUi~somew will the s e s i n g  nature of this defects etc.), which imperfections vary from Variable 
as previously DELTA'S associated with the identified Retarder to Variable Retarder as received from a 
tAol) ranges were not 
with sufficient accu- lo turer. That is. an Ellipsometer can be custom adjusted to 
racy using Rotating Ekment Ellipsomern WE'S), imperfections resulting from impe.fections vary (eg. (RAE). (RPE) etc.). 
It is felt that Patentable material is presented herein in from Variable Retarder to Variable Retarder. 
both System and Method Categories. The System which Continuing* a Rotating E1li~someter (RAE) was 
allows multidirectional 'Tilt,+ of Berek-type Retarder(s), used as an example in the foregoing. it is to be understood 
which ~~~d~~ are positioned as described infra in ~ l l i ~  that the foregoing discussion is entirely applicable to Rotat- 
someter Systems. is considered new, novel, nonobvious and ing Polarizer Ellipsometer W E )  Systems where the f ~ n c -  
useful in the context of Ellipsometer Systems. For instance. tions of theAnalyzerb (which becomes a nonrotating element 
the Inventors are unaware of any mounting system for a (A)). and polarizer, (whih becomes a Rotating Polarizer 
Berek-'Ilpe Variable Retarder which allows more than one 20 (RP)). are simply reversed. That is. in a Rotating Polarizer 
direction of 'Tilt" for use in any context. It is also felt that Ellipsometer (WE) there is present a Rotating Polarizer 
the Method of use of any Retarder System(s). which are (RP) and an Analyzer (A). rotation of which Analyzer (A) 
Continuously Variable over a relatively large spectroscopic sets its Azimuthal Angle which is the ellipsometric ALPHA 
range of wavelengths. positioned as described infra. in determining parameter. (identilied as ANL)), equivalent to 
Ellipsometer Systems to allow setting ellipsometric BETAin 25 (POL) in the foregoing. In a Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer 
a range in which it is relatively insensitive to noise and then, a Polarizer sets a Polarization State and a Rotating 
errors in measurement etc. thereof, so that Transfer Func- Analyzer analyzes changes in such effected by interaction 
tions which allow determination of PSI and DEKTA from a with a Sample System. In a Rotating Polarizer Ellipsometer, 
measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA are the Rotating Polarizer sets an continuous may of Polariza- 
not unusably sensitive to noise and errors in the measure- 30 tion States and a Station Analyzer interprets changes in such 
ment etc. of ellipsometric BETA, also meets the criteria for effected by interaction with a Sample System. 
Patentability, (particularly where the Case 4 VASEC Math- As well, while the equations corresponding to Eqs. 1, 2, 
ematical Regression approach to PSI and DELTA is 3 and 4, herein. (which corresponding equations are not 
utilized). presented herein). are somewhat different in other than 
It is further felt that the use of a "Mathematical Regres- 35 Rotating Analyzer and Rotating Polarizer Ellipsometers. the 
sion" as applied to a multiplicity of ellipsometric ALPHA- foregoing discussion is generally applicable to any Ellip- 
ellipsometric BETApair values, to arrive at PSI and DELTA someta Systemwhich contains a Rotating Element. (such as 
values. is new, novel, nonobvious and useful. This is felt to a Rotating Compensator EUipsometer. a Rotating Analyzer 
be the case whether ellipsometric Beta value range control and Polarizer and F W  Compensator Ellipsometer). 
is utilized or not in obtaining ellipsometric B m A  values. 40 Finally, it must also be mentioned that in the foregoing, 
That is. whethes a Case 2 No-Plate Regression or Case 4 Fourier Analysis has been cited as a typical approach to 
VASE-C Mode, respectively is practiced Also. as described evaluation of ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA 
infra, said Case 2 and Case 4 Modes utilizes well known Values in EQ. 1. It is to be understood that ellipsometric 
"Mathematical Regression" approaches to arrive at PSI and ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA are representations of a 
DELTAvalues, provided an array of measured ellipsometric 45 modulated intensity superimposed upon a constant Intensity 
ALPHA and ellipsometric BGTA values. Such can be con- signal provided by an Ellipsometer Detector System (DET). 
sidered as an "indirect". as opposed to a "direct" means for It is possible to arrive at representations of said modulated 
determining PSI and DELTA. In a "direct" approach singular Intensity by other than Fourier Analysis. For instance an 
ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA values are approach which utilizes digitizing is known as "Hadamard" 
simply plugged directly into JZqs. 2 and 3. for instance, and 50 Analysis. As well, least or mean square aror curve fitting 
PSI and DELTA simply calculated. A number of so directly approaches can be utilized. Methods known as "Simplex" 
determined PSI and DELTA values can be averaged, and the and 'Wewton-Ralphson" are examples of such approaches. 
approach is still considered a "direct" approach. Aregression The ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA terms in 
approach. however, briefly, utilizes an array of ellipsometric the Claims are to be interpreted sufficiently broadly to 
ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA values. and finds PSI and 55 include parameters arrived at by any such analysis approach, 
DELTA values which correspond to a Least Mean or Least which parameters represent modulation of an intensity sig- 
Square Error, for instance, "fit" to said ellipsometric ALPHA nal. Applicable mathematical approaches are described in 
and Ellipsometric BETA data. numerous text books such as NUMERICAL RECIPES IN C, 
It is also believed that the capability of the present Cambridge University Press, 1988, said reference being 
invention system to include one or more Variable Retarder 60 incorporated by reference into this Disclosure. 
(s) in an Ellipsometer System. the presence of which can be Having hereby disclosed the subject matter of this 
mad e essentially "transparent" to an end use by the multi- invention. it should be obvious that many modifications, 
direction 'Tilt" capability which allows alignment of an substitutions, and variations of the present invention are 
Incident Beam of Light essentially "exactly" with the Opti- possible in view of the teachings. It is therefore to be 
cal Axis of a Berek-Type Variable Retarder. is in itself strong 65 understood that the invention may be practiced other than as 
evidence of Patentability. To date only one direction of specifically described. and should be limited in breadth and 
'Tilt" has been possible with commmcially available Berek- scope only by the Claims. 
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We claim: magnitude ratio of orthogonal components in a polarized 
1. An ellipsometer system which enables accurate and beam of light comprises an adjustable polarizer. 
precise determination of PSI and DELTA values of essen- 4. An ellipsometer system as in claim 2. in which said 
t idy  any investigabble sample system; said ellipsometer adjustable means for controlling an ellipsometric relative 
system comprising means for setting at least one ~olariza- 5 magnitude ratio of orthogonal components in a polarized 
tion state in a beam of polarized light and means for be, of light comprises an adjustable analyzer. 
identifying, and means for monitoring, a polarization state in 5. A, ,llipsometer system as in claim 1, in which said at 
said~olarized beam of fight.afteraninteractiOnthereOf with least one adjustable means for controlling an ellipsometric 
a sample system; phase angle between said orthogonaI components in a polar- 
between said means for setting at least one polarkation lo ized beam of light comprises a vatiable retarder. 
state in a beam of polarized light and said means for 6. An ellipsometer system as in claim 5, in which said 
monitoring a polarization state in said polarized beam 
variable retarder is Berek-type with its optical axis directed 
of light. there being present at least one adjustable 
essentially perpendicular to a surface thereof, said Berek- 
means for controlling an ellipsometric phase angle 
between orthogonal components in a polarized beam of type variable retarder being mounted in said ellipsometer fight, which adjustable means for controlling an ell* 15 system so as to allow it to be tilted about multiple axes 
sometric phase angle, in use, allows sequentially setting thereby enabling it to provide variable amounts of retar- 
a plurality of ellipsometric phase angles between dance between components in a beam of polar- 
orthogonal components in a polarized b- of light ized light caused to pass therethrough, and SO that optical 
which is caused by said ellipsometer system to interact axis can be caused to be aligned with said polarized beam of 
with a sample system. such that in use said ellipsomet- 20 light with the result being that said Berek-type variable 
ric phase angle can be set sequentially through a retarder becomes essentially end-user "transparent*'. without 
plurality of settings while ellipsometric data is obtained removal of said Berek-type variable retarder from said 
by said means for monitoring a polarization state in ellipsometer system. 
said polarized beam of light at at least two selected 7. h ellipsometer system as in claim 5, in which said 
settings of said at least one adjustable means for 25 variable retarder is selected from the group consisting of: 
an ellipsometric phase angle; which a system of at least two fixed-order-waveplate-type 
obtained ellipsometric data can be utilized in determi- retarders which can be rotated with respect to one 
nation of PSI and DELTA values of an investigated another. each about an axis pmpendicular to an optical 
sample system. where said determination of said PSI axes thereof. said optical axes being parallel to the 
and DELTA ~alues includes compensating for the 30 surface of said fixed-order-waveplate-type retarders; 
effects on said obtained ellipsometric data of said at 
a Babinet dual wedge-type variable retarder; least two selected setting of said at least one adjustable 
means for controlling an ellipsometric phase angle. on a dual wedge-t~~e retarder; 
said obtained ellipsometric data; a Kerr electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
said ellipsometer system being further comprised of com- 35 a Pockels electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
putational means which  perform^ determination of a liquid crystal electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
investigated 'ystem and DELTA values, a Voigt magnetic-faaday-effect variable retarder; and 
which computatiod means utilizes data obtained with 
said at least one adjustable means for controlling ellip a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-faraday-effect variable 
sometric phase angle between orthogonal components 40 retarder. 
in a polarized beam of light, being set to at least two 8. An Ellipsometer system as in claim 1, in which said at 
selected settings, and which computational means per- least one adjustable means for controlling an ellipsometric 
fo- compensation of the effects of said at least one phase said orthogonal components a polar- 
adjustable means for ellipsom&c phase ized beam of light has the of providing 'IJnctiond 
angle between orthogonal components, on said 45 retardation between olthogonal components in a polarized 
ellipsometric data obtained at said at least two selected beam of light Over a s~ectrosco~ic range of at least two- 
settings of said at least one adjustable means for hunhd-thirty (230) to seventeen-hundred (1700) 11i3nom- 
controlling ellipsometric phase angle between orthogo- eters. 
rial components, in determining sample systemPSI and 9. A Method of determination of sample system PSI and 
DELTA values. 50 DELTA values with improved accuracy and precision 
2. An Ellipsometer system as in claim 1, in which at least co@singq ' a functional order* the steps of: 
one selection from the group consisting of: (said means for pfoviding an efi~somem SYskm which enables accurate 
setting at least one polarization state and said means for and precise det-ation of PSI and DELTA values of 
identifying a polarization state in said polarized beam of essentially any investigatable sample system; said 
light), is an adjustable means for controlling an ellipsometric 55 ellipsometer system comprising n~eans for setting at 
relative magnitude ratio of said orthogonal components, least one polarization state in a beam of polarized light 
such that a plurality of ellipsometric relative magnitude and means for ikntifying, and means for monitoring, a 
ratios of said orthogonal components can be set thereby; and polarization state in said polarized beam of light. after 
in which said computational means further performs com- an interaction thereof with a sample system; 
pensation of any effects on obtained data resulting f?om 6a between said means for setting at least one polarization 
adjustment(s) entered to ellipsometric relative magnitude state in a beam of polarized light and said means for 
ratios of said orthogonal components by said adjustable monitoring a polarization state in said polarized beam 
means for controlling an ellipsometric relative magnitude of light, there being present at least one adjustable 
ratio of said orthogonal components in a polarized beam of means for controlling an ellipsometric phase angle 
light which is caused to interact with a sample system. 65 between orthogonal components in a polarized beam of 
3. An ellipsometer system as in claim 2, in which said light. which adjustable means for controlling an ellip- 
adjustable means for controlling an ellipsometric relative sometric phase angle, in use, allows sequentially setting 
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a plurality of ellipsometric phase angles between 10. A Method of determination of sample system PSI and 
orthogonal components in a polarized beam of light DELTA values as in claim 9. in which data comprising a 
which is caused by said ellipsometer system to interact plurality of relative magnitude ratios of orthogonal compo- 
with a sample system. such that in use said ellipsomet- nents and phase angles between orthogonal components are 
ric phase angle can be set sequentially through a 5 obtained at least some of which plurality of ellipsometric 
plurality of settings while ellipsometric data is obtained relative magnitude ratios of orthogonal components and 
by said means for monitoring a polarization state in measured ellipsometric phase angles between orthogonal 
said polarized beam of light at at least two selected components correspond to sequential adjusted settings of 
settings of said at least one adjustable means for ellipsometric relative magnitude ratios of orthogonal com- 
controlling an ellipsometric, phase angle; which lo ponents present in said beam of polarized light. said sequen- 
obtained ellipsometric data can be utilized in determi- tial adjusted settings being effected by adjustment of at least 
nation of PSI and DELTA values of an investigated one member of the group consisting of: (said means for 
sample system. where said determination of said PSI selling at least one polarization state in a beam of polarized 
and DELTA values includes compensating for the light and said means for identifying a polarization state in 
effects on said obtained ellipsometric data of said at 1s said polarized beam of light); and in which said computa- 
least two selected setting of said at least one adjustable tional means is also caused to perform compensation of the 
means for controlling an ellipsometric phase angle, on effects of said sequential adjusted settings of ellipsometric 
said obtained ellipsometric data; relative magnitude ratios of orthogonal components present 
said ellipsometer systembeing fder comprised of in said beam of polarized light which is caused by said 
putational means which perfOnns determination of 20 ellipsometa system to interact with a sample system, in 
investigated s q l e  system PSI and DELTA values, investigated system PSI and DELTA 
which computational means utilizes data obtained with values- 
said at least one adjustable means for controlling e u p  ll. AMethod of determination of sample system PSI and 
sometric phase angle between orthogonal components DELTA values as in 10. in which a plurality of 
in a polarized beam of light, being set to at least two 25 ellipsometric phase angles between h o g o n a l  components 
selected settings. and which computational means per- are effected at each sequential adjusted setting of ellipso- 
forms of the effects of said at least one metric relative magnitude ratio of orthogonal components 
adjustable means for efiPometric phase present in said beam of polarized light which is caused by 
angle between hogond components. on said said ellipsometer system to interact with a sample system. 
ellipsometric data obtained at said at least two selected 30 12. A method of reducing the sensitivity of rotating 
settings of said at least one adjustable means for analyzer ellipsometer (RAE) PSI and DELTA transfer func- 
controlling ellipsometric phase angle between ofiogo- tions to measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
rial components, in d e t d g  sample  system^^^ and BETA parameter values which is applicable over spectro- 
DELTA values; scopic range. which method enables acquiring data from a 
35 (RAE) system which is of an accuracy and precision which placing a 'ystem to be investigatd into said allows 
of sample syskm PSI and DELTA. even 
ellipsometer system and causing a beam of polarized where other than the Brewster angle of incidence (AOI) of light from said means for setting at least one polariza- 
a polarized beam of light to a sample system is utilized, and 
state in a beam of polarized light to interact even where DELTAis near zero (0.0) or one-hundred-eighty therewith and enter said means for monitoring a polar- 
ization state; 4 (180) degrees. which method also enables determination of the "Handedness" of a beam of polarized light utilized in 
adjusting said at least one adjustable means for control- 
,aid RAE, said method the steps of: 
ling ellipsometric phase angle between said orthogonal providing a w) system which in use comprises: 
components to be sequentially set to a plurality of a polarization state generator system comprising: 
settings while ellipsometric data is obtained by said 45 a source of a beam of light; 
means for monitoring a polarization state in said polar- a means far setting a polarization state in said beam ized beam of light at at least two selected settings from of light; 
said plurality settings of said at least one adjustable a sample system; and 
means for controlling a value of ellipsometric phase a polarization state detector system comprising: 
angle between said orthogonal components; 50 a rotating analyzer; and 
causing said computational means to determine investi- a detector system; 
gated sample system PSI and DELTA values by a which (RAE) further comprises at least one Berek-type 
method which pedorms compensation of the effects of variable retarder placed between said polarization state 
said at least one adjustable means for controlling ellip generaw system, and said p o h t i o n  state detector sys- 
s0met.i~ phase angle &!meen orthogonal ComPonents 55 tem; such that during use a beam of light is caused to exit 
in a polarized beam of light on saidefi~sometric data said source of a beam of light, and have an ellipsometric 
obtained at said at least two selected settings of said at 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p a r a e t e r  determining state of polarization effected 
least one adjustable means for controlling ellipsometric thaein by said -ns for setting a pol-tion state; which 
phase angle between orthogonal CoWnents in a~olar-  polarized beam of light is caused to interact with said sample 
ized b e a  of light which is caused to interact with a 60 system. and with said at least one Be&-type variable 
sample system, in determining sample system PSI and retarder placed between said polarization state generator 
DELTA values; and system and said polarization state detector system; which 
optionally determining at least some of members of the polarization state generator system can be adjusted to set a 
group consisting of: (the "Handedness", Stokes Vector, value of ellipsometric ALPHA and which said at least one 
and Jones and Mueller Matrix components) of said 65 Berek-type variable retarder can be tilted, so as to set a value 
polarized beam of light and investigated sample sys- of ellipsometric BETA parameter. such that said ellipsomet- 
tern. ric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA are in ranges in which 
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a transfer function which mediates determining DELTA polarized beam of light must pass during use, and said 
from a measured ellipsometric ALPHAparameter and ellip Polarization State detector system; 
sometric BGTAparameter is relatively immune to noise and 
,using a beam of light to exit source of a beam of 
errors in measurement etc. of said ellipsometric BGTA light, and causing an ellipsometric ALPHA setting state 
parameter; 5 of polarization therein with said means for setting a 
causing a beam of light to exit said source of a beam of polarization state; light, and causing an ellipsometric ALPHA setting state 
of polarization therein with said means for a causing said resulting polarized beam of light to interact 
polarization state; with said sample system. and with said at least one 
variable retarder placed between said polarization state 
causing said resulting polarized beam of light to interact 10 generator system and said polarization state detector 
with said sample system. and with said at least one 
system. adjustment of said variable retarder serving to Berek-type variable retarder placed between said polar- 
ization state generator system and said polarization set a value of said ellipsometric BETA parameter; 
state detector system, and with said polarization state adjusting said means for setting a state of polarization to 
detector system; ,5 at least one setting and said at least one variable 
adjusting said means for setting a state of polarization to retarder to, sequentially, a plurality of settings while 
at least one setting and said at least one Berek-type obtaining ellipsometric data; 
and determining PSI and DELTA values utilizing said 
retards to* sequenw~Y a plurality of 
obtained ellipsometric ALPHA ellipsometric BETA 
settings while obtaining ellipsometric data; 
and determining PSI and DELTA values utilizing said 20 parameter values by a mathematical technique that compen- 
obtained ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BGTA sates adjustments made to said means for setting a state of 
parameter values by a mathematical technique that compen- polarization and said at least one variable retarder on mea- 
sates adjustments made to said means for setting a state of sured ellipsometricALPHAand ellipsometric BGTAparam- 
polarization and said at least one Berek-type variable eter values. 
retarder on measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsomet- 25 14. A rotating analyzer ellipsometer system (RAE) com- 
ric BETA parameter values. prising: 
13. A method of reducing h e  sensitivity of rotating a polarization state generator system comprising: 
analyzer ellipsometer (RAE) PSI and DELTA transfer func- a source of a beam of light; 
tions to measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric a means for setting a polarization state in said beam of 
BERA parameter values which is applicable over spectro- 30 light; 
scopic range. which method enables acquiring data from a a sample system; and 
(RAE) system which is of an accuracy and precision which a polarization state detector system comprising: 
allows calculation of sample system PSI and DELTA. even a rotating analyzer; and 
where other than the Brewster angle of incidence (AOI) of a detector system; 
a polarized beam of light to a sample system is utilized. and 35 which (RAE) further comprises at least one Berek-type 
even where DELTA is near zero (0.0) or one-hundred-eighty variable retarder placed between said polarization state 
(180) degrees. which method also enables determination of generator system, and said polarization state detector sys- 
the "Handedness" of a beam of polarized light utilized in tem; such that during use a beam of light is caused to exit 
said (RAE), said method comprising the steps of: said source of a beam of light, and have an ellipsometric 
providing a (RAE) system which in use comprises: 40 ALPHAparameter determining state of polarization effected 
a polarization state generator system comprising: therein by said means for setting a polarization state; which 
a source of a beam of light; polarized beam of light is caused to interact with said sample 
a means for setting a polarization state in said beam system. and with said at least one Berek-type variable 
of light; retarder placed between said polarization state generator 
a sample system; and 45 system and said polarization state detector system; which 
a polarization state detector system comprising: said at least one Berek-type variable retarder can be tilted so 
a rotating analyzer; and as to set a value of ellipsometric BGTA parameter in a range 
a detector system; in which a transfer function which mediates determining 
which (RAE) M e r  comprises at least one variable retarder DELTA from a measured ellipsometric ALPHA parameter 
selected from the group consisting of: 50 and ellipsometric BFIA parameter is relatively immune to 
a system of at least two fixed-order-waveplate-type noise and errors in measurement etC. of said ellipsometric 
retarders which can be rotated with respect to one BETA Parameter; said w) being further comprised of 
another, each about an axis perpendicular to an optical co~uta t ional  means which perfom said determination of 
axes thmof. said optical axes being to the said sample system PSI and DELTA, said determination of 
surface of said fixed-or&r-waveplatete*e retarders; 55 said sample system PSI and DELTA requiring input of data 
a Babinet dual wedge-type variable retarder; acquired with said ellipsometric BETA setting Berek-type 
a Soleil dual wedge-type variable retarder; variable retarder set in a plurality of tilt positions. which 
a Kerr electro-optical-type variable retarder; computational means compensates acquired data input thereto, for the effects of said required plurality of ellipso- 
a Pockels electro-optical-type variable retarder; 6a metric BETA setting Berek-type variable retarder tilts. 
a liquid crystal electro-optical-type variable retarder; 15. A rotating analyzer ellipsometer (RAE) system as in 
a V0igt inagnetic-fiiraday-effect variable retarder; and claim 14 in which the Be&-type variable retarder is 
a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-faraday-effect variable mounted so as to simultaneously &ow user directed tilt in 
retarder; more than one direction, said multiple tilt capability allow- 
a Berek-type variable retarder; 65 ing a user to adjust said Berek-type retarder so that it has no 
said at least one variable retarder being placed between said effect. other than a negligible attenuation, on a beam of 
Polarization State generator system, through which said polarized light passing therethrough. 
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16. A rotating analyzer ellipsometer (RAE) system as in a stationary polarizer; 
claim 14 which further comprises at least one additional a stationary analyza; 
element selected from the group consisting of: a stationary compensator; 
a stationary polarizer; a rotating polarizer; and 
a stationary analyzer; a rotating analyzer. 
a stationrny compensator; 19. A method of determining sample system PSI and 
a rotating polarizer; and DELTA values by use of a rotating analyzer ellipsometer 
a rotating analyzer. (RAE) system, comprising the steps of: 
17. A rotating analyzer ellipsometer system (RAE) com- 10 providing an (RAE) system which comprises: 
prising: a polarization state generator system comprising: 
a polarization state generator system comprising: a source of a beam of light; 
a source of a beam of light; a means for setting a polarization state in said beam 
a means for setting a polarization state in said beam of of light; 
light; 15 a sample system effectively comprised of a sample 
a sample system; and system per se. and a variable retarder; and 
a polarization state detector system comprising; 
a polarization state detector system comprising; a rotating analyzer; and 
a rotating analyzer; and a detector system; 
a detector system; 20 which method further comprises the steps of: 
which (RAE) further comprises at least one variable retarder 
selected &om the group consisting of: measuring a plurality of sample system ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameter pairs. as a 
a system of at least two fixed-order-waveplate-type function of at least one means for setting a polarization 
retarders which can be rotated with respect to one state in said beam of light setting(s), and a plurality of 
another, each about an axis perpendicular to an optical 25 variable retarder settings; and 
axes thereof, said optical axes being parallel to the 
surface of said fixed-order-waveplate-type retarders; applying a mathematical technique to said plurality of 
measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
a Babinet dual wedge-type variable retarder; BETA parameter pairs to determine PSI and DELTA 
a Soleil dual wedge-type variable retarder; values for said sample system per se. while compen- 
a Kerr electro-optical-type variable retarder; 30 sating for the presence of said variable retarder. 
a Pockels electro-optical-type variable retarder; U). A method of determining sample system PSI and 
a liquid crystal electro-optical-type variable retarder; DELTA values by use of a rotating analyzer ellipsometer 
a Voigt magnetic-faraday-effect variable retarder; (RAE) system, comprising the step of: 
a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-faraday-effect variable 35 providing an (RAE) 
retarder; and a polarization state generator system comprising: 
a Berek-type variable retarder; such that in use said at a source of a beam of light; 
least one variable retarder is placed between said a means for setting a polarization state in said beam 
polarization state generator system. and said polariza- of light; 
tion state detector system; such that during use a beam 40 a sample system; and 
of light is caused to exit said source of a beam of light, a polarization state detector system comprising; 
and have an ellipsometric ALPHAparameter &termin- a rotating analym; and 
ing state of polarization effected therein by said means a detector system; 
for setting a polarization state; which polarized beam of which (RAE) system further comprises a Berek-type vari- 
light is caused to interact with said sample system, and 45 able retarder P'Z" between said ~ o l ~ z a ' i o n  state genera- 
with said at least one variable placed been tor system. and said polarization state detector system; such 
said polarization state generator system and said polar- that "ring '5' said Berek-t~Pe variable retarder can be 
ization state detector system; which said at least one tilted so as to set a value of an ellipsometric BETAparameter 
variable retarder can be adjusted so as to set a "due of in a range in which a transfer which mediates 
ellipsometric BETA in a range in which a determining DELTA from a measured ellipsometric ALPHA 
transfer function which mediates . . DELTA parameter and ellipsometric BETA parameter is relatively 
from a ellipometric ALP$mete r  and immune to noise and errors in measurement etc. of said 
ellipsometric BETA parameter is relatively immune to ellipsometric BmA parameta. 
noise and errors in measurement etc. of said ellipso- which further comprises the steps 
metric BETA parameter; said (RAE) being further 55 measuring a plurality of sample system ellipsometric 
comprised of computational means which performs ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameter pairs cor- 
said determination of said sample system PSI and responding to, at each of at least one means for setting 
DELTA, said determination of said sample system PSI a polarization state in said beam of light setting(s), and 
and DELTA requiring input of data acquired with said at least five Berek-type retarder settings, said Berek- 
ellipsometric BETA setting variable retar& set in a 60 type retarder settings including no-tilt, clockwise and 
plurality of positions. which computational means counterclockwise elevational, and clockwise and coun- 
compensates acquired data input thereto. for the effects taclockwise azimuthal tilts; and 
of said required plurality of ellipsometric BETA setting applying a mathematical technique to said plurality of 
variable retarder positions. measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
18. A rotating analyzer ellipsometer (RAE) system as in 65 BETAparameter pairs to determine sample system PSI 
claim 17 which further comprises at least one additional and DELTA values. while compensating for presence of 
element selected from the group consisting of: said at least one Berek-type variable retarder. 
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21. A method of determining sample system PSI and a sample system; and 
DELTA values by use of a rotating analyzer ellipsometer a polarization state detector system comprising: 
(RAE) system. comprising the step of: means for identifying a polarization state in said 
providing an (RAE) system comprising beam of light; and 
a polarization state generator system comprising: 5 a detector system; 
a source of a beam of light; which (RPE) further comprises at least one Berek-type 
variable retarder placed between said polarization sate gen- 
a for setting a polarization state in said beam erator system and said polarization state detector system; 
of light; such that during use a beam of light is caused to exit said 
a sample system; and source of a beam of light, and pass through said rotating 
a polarization state detector system comprising; polarizer in said polarization state generator and emerge as 
a rotating analyzer; and a series of polarization states; which beam of light in a series 
a detector system; of polarization states is caused to interact with said sample 
which (RAE) system at least One system. and with said at least one Berek-type variable 
retarder selected from the group consisting of: 15 retarder placed between said polarization state generator 
a system of at least two fixed-order-wave~late-ty~e system and saidpolarization state detector system; which at 
retarders which can be rotated with respect to one least one Berek-type variable retarder can be tilted so as to 
another. each about an axis ~e~endicular  to an optical set a value of an ellipsometric BETA parameter in a range in 
thereoff said optical axes being parallel to the which a transfer function which enables determining DELTA 
surface of said fixed-order-waveplate-type retarders; 20 frOm a measured ellipsometric ALPHA parameter and ellip 
a Babinet dual wedge-type variable retarder; sometric BETA parameter is relatively immune to noise and 
a Soleil dual wedge-type variable retarder; errors in measurement etc. of said ellipsometric BETA 
a Kerr electro-optical-type variable retarder; parameter; 
a Pockels electro-optical-type variable retarder; causing a beam of light to exit said source of a beam of 
a liquid crystal electro-op~cal-type variable retarder; 25 light+ pass through and emerge from said rotating polarizer in a series of polarization states; 
a Voigt magnetic-faraday-effect variable retarder; and 
causing said resulting beam of light in a series of polar- 
a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-faraday-effect variable ization states to interact with said sample system, with 
retarder; said at least one Berek-type variable retarder placed 
a Berek-type vaxiable retarder; 30 between said polarization state generator system and 
said at least one variable retarder being placed between said saidpolarization state detector system and which serves 
polarization state generator system, and said polarization to set a value of said ellipsometric BETA parameter, 
state detector system; such that during use said at least one and with said means for identifying a state of polar- 
variable retarder can be adjusted so as to set a value of ization which serves to set a value of said ellipsometric 
ellipsometric BGTAparameter in a range in which a transfer 35 ALPHA parameter; 
function which mediates determining DELTA from a mea- adjusting said means for identifying a state of polarization 
sured ellipsometric ALPHA parameter and ellipsometric to at least one setting and said at least one Berek-type 
BETAparameter is relatively immune to noise and errors in variable retarder to. sequentially, a plurality of tilt 
measurement etc. of ellipsometric BETA parameter; settings while obtaining ellipsometric data; 
which method further comprises the steps of: 40 and determining PSI and DELTA values utilizing said 
measuring a plurality of sample system ellipsometric obtained ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BGTA 
ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA Parameter pairs as a parameter values by a mathematical technique that compen- 
function of at least one means for s e ~ g  a~olarization sates adjustments made to said means for identifying a state 
state in said beam of light settinfds). and a plurality of of polarization and said at least one Berek-type variable 
variable retarder settings; and 45 retarder in said measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellip- 
applying a mathematical technique to said plurality of sometric BETA parameter values. 
measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 23. A method of reducing the sensitivity of rotating 
BETApatameterpairs to determine sample system PSI polarizer ellipsometea (RPE) PSI and DELTA transfer func- 
and DELTA values. while compensating for the pres- tions to measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
ence of said at least one variable retarder. 50 BETA parameter values which is applicable over spectro- 
22. A method of reducing the sensitivity of rotating scopic range, which method enables acquiring data from a 
polarizer ellipsometer (RPE) PSI and DELTA transfer func- (RPE) system which is of an accuracy and precision which 
tions to measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric allows calculation of sample system PSI and DELTA, even 
BEWA parameter values which is applicable over spectra- where other than the Brewster angle of incidence (AOI) of 
scopic range, which method enables acquiring data from a 55 a polarized beam of light to a sample system is utilized, and 
(RPE) system which is of an accuracy and precision which even where DELTAis near zero (0.0) or one-hundred-eighty 
allows calculation of sample system PSI and DELTA, even (180) degrees, which method also enables determination of 
where other than the Brewster angle of incidence (AOI) of the "Handedness" of a beam of polarized light utilized in 
a polarized beam of light to a sample system is utilized, and said (RPE). said method comprising the steps of: 
even where DELTAis near zero (0.0) or one-hundred-eighty 60 providing a m) system which in use comprises: 
(180) degrees. which method also enables determination of a polarization state generator system comprising: 
the "Handedness" of a beam of polarized light utilized in a source of a beam of light; 
said (RPE), said method comprising the steps of: a rotating polarizer; 
providing a (RPE) system which in use comprises: a sample system; and 
a polarization state generator system comprising: 65 a polarization state detector system comprising: 
a source of a beam of light; means for identifying a polarization state in said 
a rotating polarizer; beam of light; and 
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a detector system; to set a value of an ellipsometric BETAparameter in a range 
which (RPE) system further comprises at least one variable in which a transfer function which enables determining 
retarder selected from the group consisting of: DELTA from a measured ellipsometric ALPHA parameter 
a system of at least two fixed-order-waveplate-type and ellipsometric BETA parameter is relatively immune to 
retardas which can & rotated with respect to one 5 noise and errors in measurement etc. of said ellipsometric 
another. each about an axis perpendicular to an optical BETA parameter; said W E )  being further comprised of 
axes thereof, said optical axes being parallel to the computational means which performs said determination of 
surface of said fixed-order-waveplate-type retarders; said sample system PSI and DELTA. said determination of 
a Babinet dual wedge-type variable retarder; said sample system PSI and DELTA requiring input of data 
a Soleil dual wedge-type variable retarder; 10 acquired with said ellipsometric BETA setting Berek-type 
a Kerr eledro-optical-type variable retarder; variable retarder set in a plurality of tilt positions. which 
computational means compensates acquired data input 
a Pockels electro-optical-type variable retarder; thereto, for the effects of said required plurality of ellipse 
a liquid crystal electro-optical-type variable retarder; metric BFTA setting Berek-type variable retarder tilts. 
a Voi% magnetic-faraday-effect variable retarder; and 15 25. A rotating polarizer ellipsometer W E )  system as in 
a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-faraday-effect variable claim 24 in which the Berek-type variable retarder is 
retarder; mounted so as to simultaneously allow user directed tilt in 
a Berek-type retarder; more than one direction. said multiple tilt capability allow- 
said at least one variable retarder being placed between said ing a user to adjust said Berek-type retarder so that it has no 
polarization state generator system, through which said 20 effect. other than a negligible attenuation, on a beam of 
polarized beam of light must pass during use, and said polarized light passing therethrough. 
polarization state detector system; 26. A rotating polarizer ellipsometer (RPE) system as in 
causing a beam of light to exit said source of a beam of claim 24 which further comprises at least one additional 
light. pass through and emerge from said element selected from the group consisting of: 
polarizer in a series of polarization states; 25 a stationary polarizer; 
causing said resulting &am of light in a series of polar- a stationary analyzer; 
ization states to interact with said sample system, with a stationary compensator; 
said at least one variable retarder placed between said a rotating polarizer; and polarization state generator system and said polariza- 
tion state detector system and which serves to set a 30 a rotating analyzer- 
value of said ellipsometric Bm* parameter, and with 27. Arotating ~olariwr ellipsometer system (RPE) corn- 
said means for identifying a state of polarization which prising: 
serves to set a value of said ellipsometric ALPHA a polarization state generator system comprising: 
parameter; a source of a beam of light; 
adjusting said means for identifying a state of polarization 35 a polarizer; 
to at least one setting and said at least one variable a sample system; and 
retarder to. sequentially. a plurality of settings while a polarization state detector system comprising: 
obtaining ellipsomebric data; means for identifying a polarization state in said beam 
and determining PSI and DELTA values utilizing said of light; and 
obtained ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA 40 a detector system; 
parameter values by a mathematical technique that compen- which (RPE) further comprises at least one variable retarder 
sates adjustments made to said means for identifying a state selected from the group consisting of: 
of polarization and said at least one variable retarder in said a system of at least two fixed-order-waveplatetetype 
measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA retarders which can be rotated with respect to one 
parameter values. 45 another. each about an axis pexpendicular to an optical 
24. A rotating polarizer ellipsometer system W E )  com- axes thereof. said optical axes being parallel to the 
prising: surface of said fixed-order-waveplate-type retarders; 
a polarization state generator system comprising: a Babinet dual wedge-type variable retarder*, 
a source of a beam of light; a Soleil dual wedge-type variable retarder; 
a rotating polarizer; 50 a Kerr electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
a sample system; and a Pockels electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
a polarization state detector system comprising;: 
means for identifying a polarization state in said beam a liquid crystal electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
of lieht: and a Voigt magnetic-faraday-effect variable retarder; 
a d e t e ~ ~ r ' s ~ s t e m ;  
which W E )  further comprises at least one Berek-type 
variable retarder placed between said polarization state 
generator system, and said polarization state d e w o r  sys- 
tem; such that during use a beam of light is caused to exit 
said source of a beam of light. and pass through said rotating 
polarizer in said polarization state generator and emerge as 
in a series of polarization states; which beam of light in a 
series of polarization states is caused to interact with said 
sample system, and with said at least one Berek-type vari- 
able retarder placed between said polarization state genera- 
tor system and said polarization state detector system; which 
at least one Berek-type variable retarder can be tilted so as 
55 a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-faraday-effect variable 
retarder; and 
a Berek-type variable retarder; 
said at least one variable retarder being placed between said 
polarization state generator system, and said polarization 
6a state detector system; such that during use a beam of light is 
caused to exit said source of a beam of light. and pass 
through said rotating polarizer in said polarization state 
generator and emerge as in a series of polarization states; 
which beam of light in a series of polarization states is 
65 caused to interact with said sample system. and with said at 
least one variable retarder placed between said polarization 
state generator system and said polarization state detector 
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system; which at least one variable retarder can be adjusted which method further comprises the steps of: 
so as to set a value of an ellipsometric BETA parameter in measuring a plurality of sample system ellipsometric 
a range in which a transfer function which enables deter- ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameter pairs 
mining DELTA from a measured ellipsometric ALPHA corresponding to, at each of at least one means for 
parameter and ellipsometric BETA parameter is relatively 5 identifying a polarization state in said beam of light 
immune to noise and errors in measurement etc, of said setting(s). and at least five Berek-type retarder 
ellipsometric BETA parameter; said (RPE) being further settings, said Berek-type retarder settings including 
comprised of computational means which performs said no-tilt. clockwise and counterclockwise elevational. determination of said sample system PSI and DELTA. said and clockwise and counterclockwise azimuthal tilts; determination of said sample system PSI and DELTA requir- lo and ing input of data acquired with said ellipsometric BETA applying a mathematical technique to said plurality of 
setting variable retarder set in aplurality of positions, which measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
computational means compensates acquired data input BETA parameter pairs to determine sample system 
thereto, for the effects of said required plurality of ellipso- PSI and DELTA values. while compensating for the 
metric BETA setting variable retarder positions. presence of said at least one Berek-type variable 28. A rotating polarizer ellipsometer (RPE) system in l5 retarder. 
claim 27 which further comprises at least one additional 31. A method of determining sample system PSI and 
element selected from the group consisting of: 
a stationary polarizer; DELTA values by use of a rotating polarizer ellipsometer (RPE) system. comprising the step of: 
a stationary analyzer; 
a stationary compensator; 20 providing an (RPE) system comprising: 
a rotating polarizer; and a polarization state generator system comprising: 
a source of a beam of light; 
a rotating analyzer. 
29. A method of determining sample system PSI and a rotating polarizer; 
DELTA values by use of a rotating polarizer ellipsometer a sample system; and 
(RPE) system. comprising the step of: 25 a polarization state detector system comprising: 
providing a (RPE) system comprising: a means for identifying a polarization state in said 
a polarization state generator system comprising: beam of light; 
a source of a beam of light; a detector system; 
a rotating polarizer; which (RPE) system further comprises at least one variable 
a sample system effectively comprised of a sample u, retarder selected from the group consisting of 
system per se. and a variable retarder; and a system of at least two fixed-order-waveplate-type 
a polarization state detector system comprising: retarders which can be rotated with respect to one 
a means for identifying a polarization state in said another. each about an axis perpendicular to an optical beam of light; axes thereof, said optical axes being parallel to the 
a detector system; 35 surface of said fixed-order-waveplate-type retarders; 
which method further comprises the steps of: 
a Babinet dual wedgetype variable retarder; 
measuring a plurality of sample system ellipsometric 
ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameter pairs as a a Soleil dual wedgetype variable retarder; 
function of at least one means for identifying a polar- a Ken electro-o~tical-t~~e variable retarder; 
ization state in said beam of light setting(s), and a a Pockels electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
plurality of variable retarder settings; and 40 a liquid crystal electro-optical-type variable retarder; 
applying a mathematical technique to said plurality of a Voigt magnetic-faraday-effect variable retarder; and 
measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-faraday-effect variable BETA parameter pairs to determine PSI and DELTA 
retarder; 
values for said sample system per se. while compen- 
sating f a  the presence of said variable retarder. 45 a Berek-type variable retarder; 
30. A method of determining sample system PSI and said at least one variable retarder being placed between said 
DELTA values by use of a rotating polarizer ellipsometer polarization state generator system. and said polarization 
(RPE) system. comprising the step of: state detector system; such that during use said at least one 
providing an (RPE) system comprising: variable retarder can be adjusted so as to set a value of 
a polarization state generator system comprising: 50 ellipsometric BETAparameter in a range in which a transfer 
a source of a beam of light; function which enables determining DELTA from a mea- 
a rotating polarizer; sured ellipsometric ALPHA parameter and ellipsometric 
a sample system; and BETA parameter is relatively immune to noise and errors in 
a polarization state detector system comprising: measurement etc. of ellipsometric BETA parameter; 
a means for identifying a polarization state in said 55 
beam of light; and which method further comprises the steps of: 
a detector system; measuring a plurality of sample system ellipsometric 
which W E )  system further comprises a Berek-type variable ALPHA and ellipsometric BETA parameter pairs as a function of at least one means for identifying a 
retarder placed between said polarization state generator polarization state in said beam of light setting(s), and 
system, and said polarization state detector system; such that 60 a plurality of variable retarder settings; and 
during use said Berek-type variable retarder can be tilted so applying a mathematical technique to said plurality of 
as to set a value of ellipsometric BETA parameter in a range measured ellipsometric ALPHA and ellipsometric 
in which a transfer function which enables determining BETA parameter pairs to detennine sample system 
DELTA from a measured ellipsometric ALPHA parameter PSI and DELTA values while compensating for the 
and ellipsometric BETA parameter is relatively immune to 65 presence of said at least one variable retarder. 
noise and errors in measurement etc. of ellipsometric BETA 
parameter; * * * * *  
